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Counselling
and

Development
Centre

SERVICES FOR THE YORK UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

PERSONAL COUNSELUNG UNIVERSITY SKILLS SERIES

For individuals, couples, or families. Discuss 
your personal concerns with a counsellor, 

a All conversations confidential.
• No appointment needed for initial Interview.
• Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday

Lectures and discussions focus on: 
e Time Management 
• Reading a Textbook 
§ Stress Management 
o Studying for and taking Exams

SELF-CHANGE AND MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAMME (SCAMP)

SELF-HELP PROGRAMME

Structured formats to alter behaviours, 
thoughts, and feelings that are Interfering 
with one’s life. Possible concerns include:
• Procrastination
• Thesis Completion
• Exam Anxiety
a Eating/Sleeping Disorders 
a Relaxation

Books, audiotapes, videotapes, also 
information and assistance on a wide 
variety of Issues, including: 

a Academic/Learning Skills 
a Mental Health 
a Personal/Social Concerns 
a Women’s Issues 
a Alcohol & Drugs

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH 
CONSULTATION

LEARNING DISABILITY PROGRAM

All staff members of the CDC are available for 
consultation with Individuals, offices, or 
departments on issues relating to the psychological 
well-being of the university community. CDC Staff 
will give presentations, design and direct work
shops, and work on committees.

Specialized services for students 
with learning disabilities: 

a Diagnosis & Assessment 
a Advising & Orientation 
a Academic & Career Counselling 
a Advocacy & Peer Support

GROUPS AND WORKSHOPS
FALL 1990

» Academic Performance Enhancement 
Through Self-Hypnosis

9 Adult Children of Alcoholics
§ Avoiding Procrastination
9 Bereavement Group
9 Effective Presentation Skills and Public Speaking
9 Relaxation Training for Staff/Students
9 Self-Change and Management Programme (SCAMP)
§ Stress of Loneliness -

How to Develop Social Support Networks
§ YUSA Stress Management
9 University Skills Series
ENROLMENT IS UMITED ... REGISTER NOW!!!

For more information about Groups & Workshops 
offered by the Counselling and Development Centre, 

check the CDC sign in Central Square or visit our office.

CDC ResearchCounselling

145 Behaviourial Sciences Building 
736-5297

Clinical TrainingEducation
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York pushing for subway line to campus
by Ed Drass for a subwaY extension all the and the Ontario government that Steeles, and for some unknown

way to Steeles with a connection the plan to loop the subway at reason a General Motors hot air
ired of the York University 106 to the Yonge subway line. The Finch should instead be routed balloon was floating nearby. Uni-

bus? Sick of campus traffic? In a group is comprised of York peo- under Steeles. versity, Met-ro, York Region and
couple of years you may be able pie (the External Relations de- Doug Anderson, a recent gra- Vaughan officials were around to
to stay on the subway at Wilson partment as well as the YFS/- duate of Glendon College, put network, among them York Pres
and keep riding it all the way to FEY), the soon-to-be City of together the press conference for ident Harry Arthurs and some
school. Vaughan, various local commun- Vaughan. A temporary (low bud- YFS executives.

On August 30, the Loop ity groups and local developers. get) subway entrance was put up Arthurs and Ian Lithgow (VP 
^rouP unveiled their proposal They will try to convince the TTC on a vacant lot at Keele and for External Relations) spoke for

the school's administration, ex
pressing concern that York needs 
fewer students (not to mention 
staff) arriving by private car. They 
mentioned that the time spent in 
commuting to school could be 
better spent at the library or in the
lab.

Conspicuous by his absence 
was North York Mayor Mel Last- 
man, apparently on holiday. 
Lastman has been pushing for a 
Sheppard subway for some time, 
and the Steeles option would 
compete for transit funding 

Linking the subway via Steeles 
not only would allow York's 
50.000 strong population to get to 
school easier; it would also link 
the university with North York 
Centre and allows more com
munity access to on-campus cul
tural events. Avoiding a Finch 
alignment would also save dis
rupting residents along the street 
and spare the environmentally 
sensitive G Ross Lord Reservoir 
at Finch amd Dufferin.

In addition, a Steeles loop 
would cross less developed land 
and cost less per kilometer, 
although the total cost would be 
higher. Unfortunately, a line to 
York would have to take into 
account the petroleum tank farm 
along Keele. Metro taxpayers 
might also balk at losing subway 
seats to additional suburban 
riders.

In any event, the "Loop Group"
2 people will need to solicit local 
^ support as well as the support of 

the TTC and the Ontario Ministry 
I of Transportation. With some 

■§ luck and hard lobbying, future 
^ Yorkstudentsmaybeabletotake 
| the subway to York University’s 

■"» northern campus.
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The York University Bookstore and its surrounding corridors have been jam-packed with students during this first week of classes. Bookstore 
manager Kelly Abraham said the student flow through the store has averaged about 6,000 students per day. He estimates that by the end of the 
week, over 35,000 students will have made the trek to buy books for their classes.*

Summer BOG meeting brings Montreal bank to campus
by Peter Merrick 
Student Representative, BOG

n June 25, the York 
Board of Governors met 
at Glendon College to 

discuss important matters con
cerning the university.

The Board of Governors (BOG) 
is the highest decision-making 
body at York. In any given meet
ing, this body can and will deal 
with issues ranging from univer
sity audits to the development of 
the new academic building, pen
sion funds, university appoint
ments, and student relations. 
Each decision made at these 
meetings will eventually affect

every person at York University.
During the last meeting. Presi

dent Harry Arthurs told the BOG 
that he had attended a series of 
meetings with representatives 
from York Region. Arthurs had 
joined with York Region in lobby
ing Metro Toronto and the Ontario 
provincial governments to build a 
subway line across Steeles 
Avenue. Arthurs stated that this 
subway would help make York 
more accessible to potential 
students.

Tony Hampson, Chair of the 
Audit Committee presented the 
annual audit. According to this 
report, all the university’s finances

were in order for the 1989-90 aca
demic year. The BOG was satis
fied with the audit's findings and a 
motion was moved to pass it.

The most enlightening report 
presented was that of Chris Tor- 
ress, Assistant to the VP 
(Finance). He told the BOG that 
over the last few months York had 
been looking for a new bank with 
which to do its business. For the 
past few years, York has done all 
of its depositing, withdrawals and 
borrowing from the Toronto 
Dominion Bank, but was no 
longer satisfied with TD’s perfor
mance. Bruce Dougleby of Busi
ness Operations confirmed that

the Bank of Montreal will be York’s 
main bank effective October 1. 
The Bank of Montreal will be 
opening a limited service branch 
at York Lanes for the use of admin
istration, faculty and students. 
According to Dougleby, BOM 
banking machines will also be

installed at Glendon, but the TD 
automated tellers will remain in 
Central Square in the mean time.

After all the reports were com
pleted, Bruce Bryden the BOG 
chair adjourned the meeting. The 
next BOG meeting will be held 
October 15.

o
Correction

The Skydiggers concert at Stong will be 
happening on Thursday, September 13 as will 
Bethune’s Much music Video Dance party.
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Bob looks to the left and right before crossing
After serving time as the outspoken Opposition Leader in the Ontario 
legislature, Bob Rae has kicked David Peterson out of provincial polit
ics and finally assumed Dave’s old “throne.” I say throne sarcastically 
because, as the September 6 election has shown, people are sick of 
"Premier knows best.'' Now, Bob and the NDP must try to serve not 
NDP backers, but all Ontarions as the Party of the People. Socialism? 
Not quite. Call it a truer shade of democracy.

Along with the votes cast for the NDP on principle, many voters 
chose Rae to express their dissatisfaction with the establishment (Tory 
and Grit politician-rulers in general, Mulroney. Peterson and Bourassa 
specifically), especially in light of the Meech Lake constitutional failure 
and '.he handling of native activism in Oka and Chateaugay. Quite 
simply, the people demand to be heard by their representatives. They 
are tired of paternalistic assurances that what politicians decide is in 
their best interest and too complicated to explain or to allow participa
tion. Bob s NDP will certainly be more receptive to public pressure and 
lobbying, considering many of the new MPPs are former grass-roots 
social activisits, workers and idealists.

Winning a stunning 75 out of 130 provincial seats (including York’s 
Downsview riding), the success of Honest Bob’s majority hinges 
maintaining the voters' trust while also advocating fiscal responsiblity. 
Rae will become acquainted with the word, “compromise” very inti
mately. This is the first time the NDP has come to power in Ontario 
(although they only gained 37 per cent of the popular vote), and it may 
well be the last unless Bob is able to deliver just enough of his promises 
to workers without frightening away too many investors and 
employers.

Rae will be engaged in a difficult juggling act trying to preserve the 
confidence of the almighty Ontario business community. Quebec and 
Northern U.S. communities may seem much more lucrative to Ontario 
business if Rae aggravates the current recession climate and cuts too 
deep into profitablity with his proposed minimum taxon corporations. 
Bob realizes he can’t finance NDP social and environmental pro
grammes without big money, so business really doesn’t have to worry 
about a Bolshevik revolution. A healthy economy is a prerequisite for a 
healthy society.

A point in Rae’s favour, however, is that he does not owe allegiance 
to business for his victory, but rather to the bitter electorate who voted 
against the political veterans. Therefore, he should be better able to 
resist the pressure of big blue chips to dictate his economic and social 
policies. Case in point: the NDP has always sided against the expan
sion of the nuclear industry; so, when Ontario Hydro comes knocking 
about Ontario's energy needs, Rae can lend an ear, but he doesn't have 
to bend over.
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ETTERS
Excalibur welcomes letters to the editor on all topics We will publish, space permitting, letters up to 500 words in length 
They must be typed, double sapced, and accompanied by the writer's name, signature and telephone number The 
^opinions expressed belong to the writers and do not necessarily reflect those of Excalibur staff or directors However, 
letters judged to be racist, sexist or libellous by the editor will be refused All material is subject to editing All submissions 
must be addressed to the Editor-in-chief, Room 111, Central Square

As Rae moves into Queen’s Park for the next four years 
expect his first trip down the yellow brick road to include:
• redesigning and refining environmental policies
• an alternative to no-fault automobile insurance
• employment assistance for those adversely affected by the Cana- 

da/U.S. Free Trade Agreement
• a mediators role between the Western provincial bloc and a “sover

eign” Quebec
• a much higher priority for women’s issues
• and, inevitably, more taxes.

we can

NegotiationStrikers 
had no 
platform

problem.
Well, I have a problem. Specifi

cally, I am worried about what I 
interpret as a “consultation is 
necessary before any action can 
be taken" attitude on the part of 
the OFS. If every single action 
requires OFS approval, espe
cially if student leaders wish to 
represent themselves as such 
and especially if there’s a chance 
that the position presented dif
fers from that of official OFS pol
icy, then I think it is time OFS 
rethinks its approach. Not every 
student leader (or student, for 
that matter) is going to agree with 
the manner in which OFS han
dles a particular issue, and they 
ought to be able to actively dis
sent within their capacity as stu
dent leaders, and not just as indi
viduals. In short one bureaucracy 
may not necessarily be the way to 
get our needs met.

Equally important is the fact 
that students need to know that 
our leaders are willing and able to 
address our concerns. If there's a 
chance that their hands may be 
tied by "policy,” then where does 
that leave us? Most students 
don’t need another reason to 
question our leaders’ abitlity to 
change things. The OFS may be 
presenting one.

The Ontario Federation of Stu
dents does not, and should not, 
have a monopoly on student 
activism. I hope that York stu
dents will receive a great deal 
more information on how OFS 
operates, since we are consider
ing rejoining it.

not
sanctions 
against Iraq

Peter Stathis
f |pp '~m

vS To the editor,
Re: Renegade hunger strike 
divides OFS (Excalibur, Aua 29, 
1990)

ft'Its

0i
I Excalibur will be holding its first 
I staff meeting on Wednesday, 
I September 12 at 4:00 pm. That’s 
I today! Be there or beware!

■ To the editor,a
I believe the present policy 
regarding Iraq, i.e. sanctions 
until it withdraws from Kuwait, 
and containment of further ex
pansion, is correct. But thse 
sanctions carry a danger of suf
fering among innocent people, 
such as foreign hostages in Iraq 
as well as Kuwaiti nationals. 
Moreover there is a risk of a major 
war breaking out, which will kill 
thousands of people on both 
sides. So it would be much better 
if a negotiated settlement could 
be obtained.

President Hussein stated, soon 
after his invasion of Kuwait, that 
he would withdraw from that 
country if Israel would withdraw 
from the occupied Palestinian 
territories, it is understandable 
that this offer was rejected by the 
Israelis and their allies, as it 
would probably soon place hos
tile Arab armies on the borders of 
Israel. But I believe that with 
some extra conditions it could be 
a basis for settlement. That is, the 
Israeli army of occupation should 
be replaced by an equally strong 
United Nations Force, not includ
ing Arab nationals, and the Pales
tinians should be forbidden to 
form their own army or invite any 
others in (except the U N. force).

J.M. McNamee

Thanks to a discussion with YFS 
president Jean Ghomeshi, I am 
better informed qs to the reason 
why many student leaders and 
the Ontario Federation of Stu
dents were opposed to this event. 
Although I appreciate the fact 
that it is necessary for universi
ties and colleges to agree to a 
basic agenda for action in order 
to present a united position to 
politicians, I am concerned about 
the ramifications fo what I see as 
a bureaucratic approach to stu
dent activism.

As I understand it, OFS and 
other opposition to the hunger 
strike stemmed largely from the 
fact that the strikers had no plat
form to present to the provincial 
leaders had they attended; that 
the propriety of using a hunger 
strike to draw attention to under- 
funding was questioned; and that 
it was done in an elitist and secre
tive way — elitist because partic
ipation was not extended to all, 
secretive because OFS was not 
made aware of the strikers’ inten
tions. The fact that the partici
pants presented themselves as 
representatives of their institu
tions was also problematic; had 
they staged the event, not as stu
dent leaders but as individuals, 
there would not have been a
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LETTERS OPINIONS
TTC, health 
plan should 
be priorities

concerning available study space 
for students in Atkinson College. 
To the best of my knowledge, the 
issue has not yet been resolved, 
therefore, I think it is premature 
that the carrels are being given 
away without offering them to, or 
prior consultation with ACSA 
(Atkinson College Students 
Association).

As I have indicated in my letter 
of July 20, 1990, we are now con
vinced that student needs are no 
longer the priority of this Atkin
son Administarion. ACSA, which 
represents 7,000 plus students, is 
not regarded as a vital body of 
Atkinson College.

We regret that the Atkinson 
Administration continues to ap- 
porach this issue in a paternalis
tic and autocratic manner. In 
order for ACSA to continue to 
support the College in good faith, 
we would like you to show your 
good will in settling the study 
space problem.

Nuclear, biological and chemical 
warfare and their inevitable big bang

called Deadly Allies, Canada 's 
Secret War (York Library, sc: UG 
447 B79 1989). York also has a 
considerable collection of other 
books and documents on nu
clear, biological, chemical (NBC) 
warfare in the various libraries 
around campus.

Today, Canada's role in NBC 
warfare is strictly defensive; that 
is, the development of protective 
gear, and other prophylactic 
measures, the development of 
detection techniques and the 
development of effective medical 
treatments. This is reinforced by 
basic and advanced level training 
in NBC defensive tactics by the 
armed forces. Many of the eva
sive tactics used under nuclear, 
biological or chemical attack are 
the same, hence the designation 
NBC" for the training proce

dures. The basic steps include 
donning of a suit and mask prior

agents, and unkown to the allies, 
the new nerve gasses. At this 
point the term gasses becomes 
rather incorrect since all of the 
new materials were in fact liquids 
which could be dispersed in 
aerosol form. Within the next few 
years, Canada became a world 
centre for the manufacture and 
testing of chemical and biologi
cal warfare agents, involving 
such well known figures as Bant
ing, and well known institutions

by Clive Holloway

At the height of the First World 
War in Europe, a German Nobel 
Prize winner, Fritz Haber, per
sonally supervised the release of 
chlorine gas against the trench 
defenses of the opposing forces. 
The effect was more devastating 
than anticipated by either side, 
and the German high command 
failed to take advantage of the 
disarray. This event was quickly 
followed by retaliation and the 
development of more effective 
agents. Haber is quoted as des
cribing poison gas as a “higher 
form of killing." Higher than 
what, one could well ask. Per
haps the world is lucky that 
Haber was not permitted by his 
Nazi rulers to participate in World 
War 2.

By 1939 the stocks of poison 
gas had expanded to include a 
variety of blister and choking

To the editor,

After being a graduate student 
here for a year, and after talking 
to a number of other students at 
York, both graduate and under
graduate, I feel that there are a 
few things I would like to see 
“those in power" consider.

First of all, I would like to know 
why none of the banking mach
ines in Central Square have 
Interac, or the equivalent? Is this 
an attempt by the T.D. Bank to 
coerce new students into taking 
out an account with their bank? I 
have good dealings with my 
bank, and no interest in chang
ing. It is impossible to use other 
bank cards in the T.D. or Credit 
Union machines, making the 
prospect of needing money on 
campus very uncomfortable. Is 
there any way to change this 
strange state of controlled bank
ing to make it generally useful to 
the student body? (ed. Central 
Square banking machines do 
have Interac.)

I'm also curious to find out 
what YFS (or others) aredoing to 
promote the extension of the 
subway line to Steeles W. via 
York University. I realize that 
there was a gathering at the 
corner of Steeles and Keele for 
just that purpose, but I wasn't 
able to attend, so I didn't get the 
chance to see if York was throw
ing m theirsupport. It would defi
nitely be a plus for future stu
dents of York if the subway did 
indeed have a stop here.

My last difficulty (so far) is the 
new health plan. I think that it’s 
great, and indeed, the last three 
universities I’ve attended have 
already had similar plans in oper
ation I was quite surprised that 
York didn't have one At the other 
universities, however, the fees 
were combined with the regular 
registration fees so that every
thing got paid at once, saving the 
students from running about to 
find someone open to take ano
ther check Also, the information 
I received said that everyone had 
to enroll in the plan, unless they 
could provide another health 
plan. The same letter stated that 
anyone who had not paid by a set 
date became ineligible until next 
year. In other words, the gradu
ate health plan is completely 
voluntary, and you only have to 
register if you want to Perhaps 
those organizing this can im
prove on these idiosyncrasies in 
the future.

Here's hoping for a good year 
for everyone,

Haber is quoted as describing 
poison gas as a "higher form 

of killing.”

such as Western Ontario, Univer
sity of Toronto, Queens, McGill 
and the National Research 
Council. All of his is told in a fas
cinating book by John Bryden

Sincerely, 
Anna Segal, 
President 
ACSA
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WORD PROCESSING 
MflDEPOSSBU

FOR LESS THAN YOU
THOUGHT P0SSISLE

H P. White 
Graduate Physics

Atkinson 
needs study 
space

Now there's a personal word processor that will fill your needs without emptying 
your wallet.

The Smith Corona PWP 1000 Personal Word Processor comes with state-of-the- 
art features like a 32,000 character internal memory, a Spell-Right 75,000 word elec
tronic dictionary, an eight line by eighty character liquid crystal display, plus lots

What it doesn’t come with is an astronomical price tag. In fact, the PWP 1000 
is—hold your breath—downright affordable.

Now how many word processors have you seen with 
that feature?

To the editor,
[Professor John Parkinson, 
Associate Dean]

more.

:I am deeply disturbed that the 12 
study carrels stored at present in 
the Crowe's Nest Lounge, (which 
were originally situated in the 
second floor study room are now 
being offered to York constit
uents.

We are still in negotiations

Ci
- CORONIX

TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY 
AT YOUR TOUCH'

For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation. 65 Locust Avenue. Ne» Canaan CT 06841) or 
Smith( oronaCanada.440 Tapscotl Road.Scarborough.Ontario.Canada MIR 04.
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OPINIONS

The uneasy reality of newly developed NBC weapons
battened and the ship surroun
ded by a protective spray of sea 
water. But sailors locked below 
decks are no longer an effective 
fighting force. The artificial rain
storm becomes a beacon for 
radar-guided missiles, as anyone 
who watches weather reports on 
TV can readily apprecieate. This 
leaves only an already airborne 
force alert, but eventually it will 
have nowhere to land.

A well-trained soldier can go to 
full NBCW alert status in an 
incredibly short time. However, 
this status can only be main
tained for a reasonable time. In 
conditions of extreme heat this 
time is very short, less than an 
hour. Once exposed to a contam
inating agent the soldier cannot 
safely exit from the protective 
clothing without going through 
decontamination procedures. 
This normally requires some 
assistance and takes time. There 
might not be enough hours in a 
day to safely decontaminate a 
whole brigade. In the meantime 
one cannot expect the enemy to 
sit and wait. Contaminated clo
thing must also be dumped, and 
replacement clothing issued 
after each attack. Thus the limita
tion is not how fast a soldier can 
become combat ready, but how 
fast he or she can become decon
taminated and ready for the next 
dose.

In my view, what this means is

that given the availability of 
nuclear weapons, a chemical- 
biological war would, by default, 
very rapidly escalate to a nuclear 
one. In many respects it would be 
swifter, cleaner and more hu
mane. The clean-up procedures 
are essentially the same, and 
nuclear waste has definite advan
tages over chemical or biological 
waste. It has a calculable lifetime 
which is unaffected by any other 
environmental conditions, and it 
is incapable of reproducing itself 
or of metabolizing to produce 
even worse toxins.

to the atack, and finally the clean
up procedures after an attack.

It would be reasonable to say 
that Canada is a leader in the 
development of effective prophy
lactic and medical treatments for 
NBCW. The use of an acronym, 
or initials, usually distances one 
from the ultimate horror of the 
experience. Needless to say, 
these developments must be 
tested against real agents, which 
need to be manufactured in small 
quantities as required. This clear
ly poses a moral dilemna to a 
nation that has decreed the 
manufacture and stockpiling of 
such agents as indefensible. At 
this point, one either has to 
abandon testing procedures or 
rely on the operation of various 
checks and measures to ensure 
that objectional materials are 
produced, used and subsequently 
destroyed under the strictest 
conditions. In this case, one must 
ultimately also rely on the good 
faith of all the personnel and 
organizations involved. The al
ternative is eventual inability to 
defend oneself from a NBC 
attack.

What constitutes NBCW offen
sive research is more difficult to 
define. For example, the devel
opment of new pesticides could 
lead to an unexpectedly toxic 
agent against mammals. Conver
sely, the mustard gas develop

a chemical-biological war would by default, 
very rapidly escalate to a nuclear war.”

ments have since led to effective 
antineoplastic agents against 
cancer. Studies of aerosol forma
tion which help to assess the 
impact of pollutants in the at
mosphere (not unlike studies 
going on at York) can easily be 
adapted to develop new delivery 
systems for chemical and biolog
ical agents. The development of 
vaccines against diseases such 
as AIDS could also be turned 
around to produce even more 
deadly versions that might even 
be viable outside the body for 
months. Pity the poor official 
charged with determining if this 
or that project could be used for 
evil purposes.

The advantages of chemical, 
and to a lesser extent, biological 
weapons to the user are several. 
The first is the ease and cheap
ness of production. The second 
is the ease of concealing one's 
intentions from international 
scrutiny. A kitchen blender can 
be used for making puree or mix
ing the ingredients of a chemical 
process to produce a poisonous 
material. A relatively common 
chemical substance might be the 
precursor to a medicament or to a

nerve gas. A third advantage is 
the ease of delivery behind 
enemy lines using conventional 
weapons such as long range 
artillery. If funds are available, 
ballistic missiles or air bom
bardment are also options. Hand 
delivery is also not out of the 
question.

Perhaps the most significant 
advantage, however, is that just 
the threat of delivery can greatly 
reduce an opponent's ability to 
manoever because of the precau
tions that become necessary. 
Hampered by an impervious suit 
and mask, even the simplest 
manipulation such as firing a rifle 
becomes a major effort. Getting 
in and out of vehicles becomes 
arkward, and communication 
between two heads completely 
enclosôTTin rubber and perspex 
becomes almost impossible. A 
land army thus quickly becomes 
bogged down in a mass of 
rubber.

Even under the mildest of 
weather conditions there is a limit 
as to how long the human body 
can tolerate such an enclosure. 
At sea the problem might seem 
simpler since the hatches can be

"BCW can only be a brief 
intennediate phase before the 
big bang. ”

This all sharpens into terrible 
focus when one considers the 
current situation in the Middle 
East. Here we have a country 
which has already used nuclear 
weapons facing a country known 
to have, and to have used in very 
recent times, a selection of the 
most modern chemical weapons 
There can be almost no doubt 
that a chemical strike by the one 
side would be countered by a ser
ies of “surgical" nuclear strikes 
by the other. Since high tempera
ture incineration isabout the only 
generally acceptable way of des
troying poison gas stockpiles in 
compliance with international 
agreements, one can almost 
anticipate the justifications that 
might follow. It is even more chil
ling to have heard a Soviet spo
kesperson on a recent 60 minutes 
programme indicate that such a 
response would be entirely un
derstandable.

In the meantime, let us not be 
lulled into imagining that NBCW 
can proceed without the big N. As 
nice as it might be to have all the 
gear, antidotes and medicants at 
the ready, BCW can only be a 
brief intermediate phase before 
the big bang.

THE SCOTIA BANKING
ADVANTAGE

I

TAKE IT WHILE YOU CAN !
We know that students have 

special banking needs. That’s 
why we designed the Scotia ^
Banking Advantage. ^wjlj 

This package of ^H|| 
services is available to 
you as long as you’re a full- 
time, post - secondary student 1 
and come into your Branch to 
reactivate the package each 
school year (prior to October 31st). Ifc ^ J, 
Take a look at what we have to offer.

A Daily Interest Savings/Chequing 
Account With No-Charge Chequing 

Open a Scotia Powerchequing® Account. You’ll 
earn daily interest on your deposit and you won’t 
have to pay the usual cheque, pre-authorized 
payment, withdrawal or transfer fees. You can write as 
many cheques as you want at no charge without having 
to maintain a specific minimum monthly balance.

The Convenience Of An Automated 
Banking Machine Card

With a Cashstop®1 Card and your Scotia Power
chequing Account, you can make withdrawals,

deposits, transfers, balance enquiries 
I and VISA payments, free of appli- 
F cable service charges, day or night, 

at any Scotiabank Cashstop 
machine.

A No-Fee Credit Card
You’ll be able to apply for a 

Scotiabank Classic VISA2 card 
with a $500 credit limit. And 

as long as you have the Scotia 
Banking Advantage, we won’t charge 

you the usual annual fee.

A Grad Auto Loan3
Once you graduate and have a job, a Grad Auto 
Loan can help you get a new or used car (up 
to 3 model years old). You can arrange to postpone 
the start of your repayment for up to 90 days 
from the date the loan is advanced to you:4 Apply 
as early as 90 days before starting your new job 
and up to a year after graduation.

For full details on the Scotia Banking Advantage, 
visit any Scotiabank Branch. We’ll be happy to 
help you.
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By the month only:
FF*

Microwaves 20.00 
Bar Fridges 20.00 
VCR’s & TV’s 30.00 
Typewriters 30.00 
Word
Processors 50.00

Deposit Required 
Special Rates for 
2 or more items.

Scotiabank KTaX’mmm
mWBMj Call us first 

D I A L - A - T V 
630-8521 

Wilson & Sheppard

3. For graduates only, subject to satisfactory job verification 
and credit approval

4. Interest is calculated from the date of Note. We will apply 
installments first to the payment of interest and the 
remainder if any to the unpaid balance of the total 
amount you have borrowed.

♦Registered Trade Marks of The Bank of Nova Scotia
1. In Quebec, this service is called Trans-Action
2. BNS registered user of mark
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“Bad Attitude" Wapner. With that 
respectable legal advice, and 
Saddam’s strong belief that God 
gave him the go-ahead, Iraq 
invaded, and then had the nerve 
to look surprised when people 
got upset. Go figure.

Now the surprising thing is that 
almost everyone agreed with the 
Americans about what to do. The 
Americans sent ships, the British 
backed the blockade, and the 
French surrendered (old habits 
die hard). Now there’s more ton
nage sitting in the Persian Gulf 
than in Roseanne Barr’s bath tub 
(even I think that’s a cheap joke, 
I'm starting to sound like Bob 
Hope).

Hussein has said that he will 
beat the Americans in a war with
out much problem. That may 
seem funny because one Ameri
can ship, let’s say the Eisen
hower, has more firepower than 
Canada as a country. The Ameri
cans like to feel safe, that's why 
people in Detroit sleep with 
bazookas under their pillows.

Yet, I think I can see Saddam’s 
angle. The Americans don’t have 
any big time movie stars to win 
the war for them this time. It is a 
well known fact that without Errol 
Flynn 'ey would have lost WW1, 
without John Wayne they would 
have lost WW2, and without Sly 
Stallone they would have lost 
Viet. . . whoops. You get my drift.
I think they are going to have to 
recruit someone tough, someone 
who isn’t worried about his hair 
getting dirty, maybe Jack Nichol
son. I just hope it isn’t someone 
like Patrick Swayze. I can see it 
now. Patrick Swayze dancing his 
way through the enemy lines 
doing pirouettes over land mines.

Wait a minute. Ronald Reagan 
was an actor, maybe there’s 
some hope. As long as he doesn’t 
forget who he’s fighting. “Well 
. . . didn't we hate those pesky 
Iranians a few years ago?"

by Bren Gellert

Just when we thought the world 
was going to be like the Walton’s 
Family Christmas because those 
evil nasty communists finally 
realized that the way of life in the 
West may not be ideal, but it cer
tainly has toilet paper, the crazy 
wacky dictators around the world 
started coming out of the wood 
work. The race being led of 
course by Iraq just out of an 
exceedingly long war with Iran, 
another big Middle East favorite. 
Don King would probably call it 
The Wait in Kuwait.

I’m not taking it lightly, but I 
want to avoid thinking about 
conscription. I'm not going to 
start talking about all that 60s 
stuff, about peace and wearing 
paisley because I think that 
George "Skull Crusher" Bush has 
things well in hand. I also think 
that if Canada announces con
scription I’ll become Swiss.

I guess I should analyze the 
problem for those who haven’t 
read the newspaper, most likely 
because they either had a han
gover that made the digestion of 
news impossible, or they’ve been 
imitating Brian "Mr. Invisible" 
Mulroney. It seems this guy 
named Saddam "Nut Case” Hus
sein decided that Iraq needed 
some cash. The suggestion was 
made to Kuwait and a slight mis
understanding occurred. Kuwait 
said no, which understandably 
hurt Iraq’s feelings.

I mean, it’s a custom all over the 
world for neighbors to borrow 
power saws, lawn mowers, and 
several trillion barrels of oil. The 
problem was, as Iraq tells it, that 
the oil was on their property, or 
Kuwait was at one time their 
property, or something like that 
Anyway, they said they were 
allowed to take what was theirs, 
they had seen it on an episode of 
The People’s Court with Judge

> you support tbç 
natives* actions in fighting 
for their rights?mm

7
*W 7

11lifi
Dave Suttaby 
4th Year Political Science -•• •'
1. I’m crushed! How come « 
UofT has clowns and we don't!
2. No. Canada is the nicest 
country in the world to its abo
riginal peoples. Everyop*^ 
the line screwed up: the gov
ernment, the Quebec police 
and the Mohawks, but wr 
shouldn’t negotiate at jptfj 
point. The army are the «$(IJ 
people who handled this wti 
(and the woman on 
wheeler too).

I
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Carla Villalta 
2nd Year Arts
1. No!?
2, Yes I do, because 1 think they 
*re finally sticking up for their

Rights, I’m behind them 100 per 
tient,
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Shannon Sloan
3rd Year Science
I. No, though clowns might

iness Admin 
k any real downs, except 
J* Y FS VP (External), 
is. They’ve been taken 
ntage of for too long now. 
•may have taken it too far, 
they should stand up for 
;they believe in.

i:

hav
aim

more interesting
able. ' ' -

2. | import peace and under-
st

MICRO YORK Authorized Kducatinna! Dealer

*.Serving York University Administration. Faculty. Staff and Students
Owned by York University and Operated by Computer and Communication Services

Free Delivery within York Main Campus The power to be vour best.
^asterCar^Main Store Satellite StoreMICRO

YORK 104A Steacie Science Library
736-5274 . FAX:736-5662 

Store Hours

11:0() a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

122P Central Square
7,16-5274 - FAX:736-5662 

Store Hours for September 4 to 28

Sale prices are valid until Oct 29/90 
or while supplies Iasi. Items must be 
picked up no later lhan Oct 31/90. 
Items sold on a first-come, 
first-served basis. Prices subject 
to change without notice.

ŸURX
Mon. to Thurs. 
Friday

Mon. to Thurs. 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Friday

$ 0
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Get a grip on your homework 
with a Macintosh" Computer

from

Micro York

;
j;

Macintosh AccessoriesThe Macintosh Plus
A computer credit towards your degree

The Tools
♦ 68000 microprocessor
♦ 7.83MHz clock speed
♦ 1MB of memory
♦ 1-800K, 3.5" disk drive
♦ 9" Monochrome screen

Apple Scanner $ 1,895
Apple CD player $ 879

$ 629m Mac II Colour 
4*8 Card 

Mac II Colour
a
1 a5 iRa

8 • 24 Card $ 875
Apple 12" Mono 

Display
Apple 13" Colour 

Display

FULL & PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
• COCKTAIL WAITPERSONS
• DINING ROOM WAITPERSONS
• BARTENDERS
• SERVICE ASSISTANTS
• HOSTS/HOSTESSES

$ 429

$ 1 j 0 9 9 $ 1.069

Before you graduate from University 
graduate to a MAC Ilex

The marks of a degree
♦ 68030 microprocessor
♦ 25MHz clock speed^vivW
♦ 1MB of memory e

New from Apple

Personal LaserWriter NT
♦ 68000 microprocessor
♦ 300-dot-per-inch resolution
♦ PostScript support
♦ LaserJet Plus Emulation
♦ 37 built-in fonts ™
♦ Multipurpose tray ®

Apply in person 
between 10 AM - 11 AM 

or 1:30 PM - 5:30 PM ; ♦ 1-1.44MB, 3.5*
♦ 40MB Hard Disk
♦ Extended Keyboard II

ü
Ml1881 STEELES AVE. W.

(at Dufferin)

$ 5,289Monitor Extra

$ 3,185Apple. LaserWriter and the Apple logo arc registered trade marks and Macintosh is a trade mark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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If you need help to 
The Stalkyard

Whatever the 
subject we 

keep you 
informed. YFS Organizational Chart 

Who are they?
What do they do?
How are they connected to us in this great web we 
call student life?

George Sanghera
Chairs the Orientation Committee, 
administers all services and social 
functions initiated or administered by 
YFS, also sits on CHRY's Board of 
Directors and the Board of 
Publications.We invite you to 

subscribe now at 
the special student 
rate of 50% OFF.

To start your subscription, simply fill out 
the coupon below and mail with your

by Salman A. Nensi

A.YFS Student Representatives (11)
Each constituency has two represen
tatives on the YFS. Reps are elected, 
at large, by their home constituency 
and receive no honoraria. Full 
members fund the YFS with a direct 
levy taken from all York un
dergraduates.
Al.Full Member: Calumet College
Diamond Tobin-West, David Conrad
A2.Full Member: Founders College
Helen Sue, Irshad Jamal
A3.Full Member: McLaughlin
College
Maria Xekarfotos, Mike Marsh
A4.Full Member: Norman Bethune
College
Marco Casale, Keith Quildon 
AS.Full Member: Stong College 
Don Leo Belkosky, Sherri Shark 
A6.Full Member: Vanier College 
Kate Collins, Robert Pratt 
A7.Full Member: Winters College 
Bonnie Waterhouse, Ziad Hafez 
AS.Full Member: Faculty of Educa
tion Student Association 
Mary Tsilka
A9. Associate Member: Atkinson 
College
Bruce Lognon, Doug Soulliere 
(Associate members each have seper- 
ate deals with YFS for representation. 
A10.Associate Member: Glendon 
College
No represenation
All. Associate Member: Osgoode 
Hall
No representation

B.Executive (5)
Elected at large, each executive is 
responsible for a specific portfolio. 
The President receives a salary of 
$17,500. Each Vice President receives 
a salary of $13,000.
Bl.President — Jean Ghomeshi 
Supervises and directs the implemen
tation of policy and general adminis
tration of YFS. The President may sit 
on York’s Board of Governors, the 
Senate, the Student Centre Board of 
Directors and the Council of Masters. 
In addition, the President is directly 
responsible for the staff, VPs, and the 
Equality Commissioner and holds ex- 
officio status on all YFS committees. 
B3.Vice President (Internal) — Caro
line Winship
Chairs the Constituency Committee, 
represents YFS to the administration, 
sits on the Programmes Standing 
Committee and is responsible for the 
Academic Commissioner.
BZ.Vice President (Finance) — Brad 
Abrams
Has YFS signing authority, chairs the 
Finance Standing Committee, moni
tors the actions of the Business Man
ager and is responsible for the Clubs 
Commissioner.
B4.Vice President (External) — Milch 
Blass
Chairs the External Standing Com
mittee, represents YFS at external 
functions and to the OFS and CFS. 
He is responsible for the Clubs 
Commissioner.
BS.Vice President (Programmes) —

C.YFS President Jean Ghomeshi
A mere representative of the student 
movement/government.

D.Commissioners (5)
Appointed by the Executive. Tied to a 
specific Executive portfolio to act as 
aide to that portfolio. $250 honoraria 
each per month (approximately eight 
months).
Dl.Equality Commissioner — (not 
appointed at this time)
Attached to the Presidential portfo
lio. The EqC has a vote on the Race 
Relations and Women’s Issues Stand
ing Committee. The EqC will deal 
with all forms of inequality: gender, 
race, religion, sexual orientation.
D2.Academic Commissioner — (not 
appointed at this time)
Attached to the VP (Internal) portfo
lio. The AC sits on the York Senate. 
The AC will assist students with aca
demic matters.
D3.Clubs Commissioner — Ziad 
Hafez
Attached to the VP (Finance) portfo
lio. The CC has a vote on the Finan
cial and Programmes Standing Com
mittee. The CC will assist clubs in the 
running of their organizations.
D4.External Commissioner — Dia
mond Tobin-West
Attached to the VP (External) portfo
lio. The ExC has a vote on the Exter
nal Standing Committee. The ExC 
will assist the VP in representing YFS 
externally.
D5.Programmes Commissioner —

r ~i
iVCQI I would like to take advantage of this 

V tOi special student offer at 50% off.
• Please deliver The Globe and Mail to the address below. Enclosed 
I is my cheque or money order or charge card authorization for 
I □ 13 weeks $26.65 □ 26 weeks $53.30

I I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I Name I
I I
i University ICampus
I I
I Residence Rnom #
I I
I IStreet City
I I
I IProvince Postal Code

I
I ITelephone # Student I D. #
I I
I IThis address is □ On campus □ OH campus
I I
I I□ Cheque or Money Order Enclosed DVisa □ MasterCard □ American ExpressI I
I ICharge Card Expiry Dale
I

ICharge Card #I Feels so good to volunteeri i
i iSignature (required (o validate offer)

I
by Hanna Yuditsky

s coordinator of the 
Office for Students 
with Disabilities 

(OSD), every year I find myself 
telling new volunteers how 
rewarding it is to develop skills, 
meet new people and get in
volved in the York community.

However, I also inform stu
dents right from the start that 
they really aren’t helping 
anyone by volunteering, except 
perhaps themselves. Many find 
this shocking; I know I did when 
I first heard it as a volunteer. 
The main reason I felt so 
strongly about the importance 
and value of volunteering is 
because that’s how I came to 
my work at OSD.

When I graduated with my 
MA from the University of Cali
fornia, Berkely, I thought I was 
all set. Then, I hit the job 
market! I quickly realized that 
my education was only one 
path to a professional career. 
On the advice of Gail Kenyon, 
the coordinator of York’s OSD 
at the time, I volunteered with 
some groups whose issues had 
been of importance in my life.

For a number of years, I had 
been interested in both dis
ability-related and Jewish

I community issues. I combined 
these interests by committing 
myself to a "Task Force for the 
Jewish Disabled" and the Tran
saction Coalition (a provincial 
coalition for accessible trans
portation). Through my work 
with these two groups, I even
tually decided to seek work in a 
field that could encompass 
education, advocacy and dis
ability-related issues.

With Karen Swartz, I train 
volunteers for the OSD pro
gramme "Feels Soooo Good To 
Volunteer." Our philosophy is 
to view volunteering as an edu
cational partnership; students 
with various skills work 
together to complement each 
other's abilities. With this

approach, our volunteers learn 
that having a disability does not 
mean they are less than others, 
only different, in the way that 
we are all different from each 
other.

Each year, we seek out stu
dents, staff and faculty to work 
with us as notetakers, readers/ 
tapers, exam proctors and 
library assistants. Our door is 
always open, and we look for
ward to having you work with us 
at OSD.

For More information on the 
"Feels Sooo Good To Volun
teer” programme, contact 
Hanna Yuditsky or Karen 
Swartz at 736-5140 or drop by 
the Office for Students with 
Disabilities, 101 Behavioural 
Sciences Building.

INote; Offer valid only where home delivery is available. 
Offer expires December 31,1990.

i Mail to: The Globe and Mail, Circulation Oept. 
i 444 Front St. W„ Toronto, M5V 2S9
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Moving Special
Toronto-Montreal or Montreol-Toronto

20% off for students->

v SACO ?
TRANSPORT • DÉMÉNAGEMENT 

MOVING • REASONABLE
4400 St. Catherine UU 
Suite 206 
Montreal, H3Z 1 A3 
Call collect (514) 935-1932

ANV TIME 
ANV THING 

Toronto 
289-2392

SIÊU THI TAN PHÀT

thien phat supermarket ltd

• South Asian groceries
• top quality beef. pork, 

veal, & poultry
• fresh fish & seafood
• wide variety of exotic 

Asian fruits & vegetables
« STEELES AVE W

1300 FINCH AVE W UNIT 22uj 661-8888
n<2> OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 10 AM-9 PMFINCH AVE

HP Printers WordPerfect
DeskWriter (for Macintosh) $ 865
LaserJet IIP 
LaserJet III 
PostScript Cartridge 

Panasonic 24 Pin printer 
QMS Printers (authorized dealer) 

PS-410 PostScript printer 
(Serial,Parallel and AppleTalk) 

Rodime Macintosh Hard Disk ^External) 

20MB 
45MB 
100MB 
210MB

Sony Floppy Diskettes
5.25" Double Sided 
5.25" High Density 
3.5" Double Sided 
3.5" High Density 

Power Bar Surge Suppressor 
Draft Quality Paper - 3300 Sheets $ 29.63 I 
Letter Quality Paper - 2300 Sheets$ 29.63

WordPerfect V5.1 
$ 1,259 I DrawPerfect Vl.l 
$ 2,089 I Lotus 
$ 765 Lotus 123 V2.2
$ 459 Lotus 123 V3.0

$ 179 
$ 179

$ 179 
$ 179

Ashton-Tate
$ 2,830 DBase IV 

DBase III
Borland

$ 275 
$ 229

$ 499
$ 649
$ 1,269 
$ 1,839

Turbo C 
Turbo C++ 
Turbo Pascal 
Quattro

$ 55 
$ 79 
$ 55 
$ 79

k AIBM Special MAC Special ^
Software Package

★ Claris Mac Write II
★ Grammalik MAC
★ Claris MacDrav II

$ 9.25 
$ 16.25 
$ 16.75 
$ 29.95 
$ 14.95

Software Package

★ WordPerfect V 5.1
★ Lotus 123 V 2.2
★ Grammatik IV

$ 395 $ 369
with CPU Purchase with CPU Purchase
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understand student government
L C \ minutes and prepares agenda for YFS 

meetings. $7.00 per hour.
EZ.Speaker — Andreanne Laval/ee _ _
A bilingual position appointed by the h Standmg Committee (9)
GAT Search Committee. Conducts Created by the Executive. Each 
YFS and GAT meetings. $7.00 per committee is tied to an executive port

folio and may be chaired by the Exec
utive or Commissioner connected 
with that portfolio. The committees 
are set up to assist the Federation in 
fulfilling its responsiblities.

CC receives a salary of $2,500. honoraria and are elected for a two- 
year period.I
H.Senate of York University
The Senate makes decisions on all 
academic issues at York. Student 
senators are elected at large and sit 
on the Senate in addition to the Pres
ident and Academic Commissi 
Senate reps receive no honoraria.

B N

hour.
E3.Business Manager — Jennifer 
Smith
Works in conjunction with VP 
(Finance), prepares financial state
ments and ensures YFS’ solvency. 
The BM is directly responsible to the 
President. $28,(MX) salary.
E4.Chief Returning Officer — (not 
appointed at this time)
Appointed by the Student Represen
tatives. Responsible for the smooth 
running of YFS elections and refer
enda. $7.00 per hour.
ES.Executive Research Assistant — 
Tammy Hasselfeldt 
Chief aide to the President. Assists in 
the daily running of the Presidential 
office. $20,000 salary.
Eô.Student Handbook Editor(s) — 
John Montesano, Karen Hill 
Responsible for creating the student 
handbook (available from the YFS 
office). Each of this year’s editors 
received $200 per week for 12 weeks 
plus 7.5 per cent commission on all 
advertisements. This is financed by 
the handbook itself, not by YFS.
E7.Health Care Coordinator — 
David Taylor

Responsible for coordinating the 
newly-institued health care plan at 
York. The HCC receives a salary of 
$18-20,000.

A oner.

I.Board of Referenda
The BOR regulates all referenda 
being held at York. Students 
appointed by various groups. BOR 
reps receive no honoraria. No connec
tion to YFS.

Fl.Standing Committee: Women's 
Issues
F2.Standing Committee: Environ
mental Issues
F3.Standing Committee: Race 
Relations
F4.Standing Committee: Tuition 
Task Force
F5.Standing Committee: 
Bilingualism
F6.Standing Committee: Govern
ment Affairs Tribunal 
The President chairs only the Search 
Committee. Once the GAT is in 
place, no member of YFS may inter
fere with its operation. The Chair of 
the GAT is also the Speaker or Dep
uty Speaker of YFS.
F7.Standing Committee: External 
Chaired by the VP (External) or the 
External Commissioner.
FS.Standing Committee: Finance 
Chaired by the VP (Finance).
F9.Stan ding Committee: 
Programmes
Chaired by the VP (Programmes) or 
the Programmes Commissioner

] □ are— F

I J.CHRY Board of Directors
The CHRY BOD regulates the radio 
station. The VP (Programmes) sits on 
this board.

] f K I

I-t
K.Board of Publications
The BOP regulates all publications at 
York. The VP (Programmes) also sits 
on this board.

—E
Hü

L.Constituency Committee
The President of each Full Member 
College Council sits on this commit
tee in addition to the YFS President 
and the VP (Internal).

—(f 1
—[m

M.Student Centre Board of 
Directors
Four YFS reps (President, another 
executive and two others), three 
elected at large, one from the Consti
tuency Committee, one from the 
Alumni Association, one from the 
community, one from the Graduate 
Students Association, and one from 
the Provost’s office.

Here’s a flowchart for your troubles

Student Body (YFS) G.Board of Governors of York.E8.Receptionist — Ruth Levin 
A bilingual position, the receptionist University — Peter Merrick. 
is the first person someone comes into David Gillinsky 
contact with at YFS. $7.00 per hour.
E9.Communications Coordinator —

(not appointed at this time)
Attached to the VP (Programmes) 
portfolio. The PC has a vote on the 
Programmes Standing Committee. Macheras
The PC will assist the VP in his duties.

E.YFS Staff (9) — Paid employees 
of YFS The BOG makes decisions on all 

issues at York. There are two stu
dents, elected at large, who sit on the 
BOG, in addition to the President. 
BOG representatives receive no

El.Recording Secretary — Bill Jim Hounslow N.C’ouncil of the Masters
The Masters of each college plus the 
YFS President sit on this council.

Responsible for the “look" of YFS 
publications and promotions. TheAppointed by the Executive. Takes
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presented in the media and the public at large.
Examples of the former include disadvantaged socio

economic groups and minority religious, cultural or racial 
groups. As well, our mainstay musical and other artistic 
genres are staple forms for many of our listeners, like 
reggae or independent rock music.

Underrepresented issues germane to general listening 
audiences, for example, in social service areas such as 
education, health and housing, typify the sorts of topics 
that are often overlooked by mainstream media. Pollution 
or health-related issues are profound examples of areas 
where media inattention can leave us with doubts regard
ing media premises and participatory democracy.

This concrete, yet challenging, mandate, still remains 
unfulfilled. But, a quick peek backwards compared to a 
present-day snapshot is a fabulous measure of progress". 
This measure should give a sense for where CHRY is 
heading, and an indication as to how some of you 
express your own ideas and provide input.

CHRY, at various earlier times CJ/I/KRY, was, for 
approximately 15 years a typical university closed-circuit 
station. Heard by fewer listeners than participants, it 
served, with a few periods of flourishing exceptions, as a 
plaything for both commited radiophiles and those crav
ing ego-satisfaction. Its end product was often lacking in 
both the coherency of purpose and professionalism 
required to appeal to wider audiences.

Generally, the station lacked resolve to reach out into 
the community or even the University itself. Instead the 
volunteers enjoyed the sheltered environment to engage 
post-pubescent rebellion at worst, and at best a "play 
DeeJay" version of our childhood "play doctor" game.

This is not to minimize the past, but it does reflect on the 
potential left unrealized, indeed, unrecognized

The York University radio experience was largely typical 
of that found elsewhere in Canadian universities. This all 
changed when CHRY embarked on a grand challenge in 
two significant ways. First, its application proposed a shift 
from its closed-circuit state, where it could be heard, if at 
all, only in select locations on York’s main campus, to 
FM signal, receivable through large parts of Metropolitan 
Toronto. Secondly, a format was proposed to the Cana
dian Radio-television and Telecommunications Comis
sion (CRTC), whose distinctiveness was sufficient to override 
the Commission’s reluctance to license a third campus-based 
radio station in the city.

The precedent-setting CRTC decision to give CHRY a 
spot on the FM dial expressly recognized aspects of our 
application which ring ironic in light of its more recent, 
and hotly-disputed decision to license a country music 
station overa black ordance music station. The Commission 
stated in its decision that it was taking into account 
that CHRY "would be the only station in its service area

by Daniel Zaretsky
CHR Y Station manager and President

There are those who see their university experience as a 
means to future employment. Others see university as an 
environment where the assumptions of society are to be 
challenged. Still others see it as a place to further the 
servicing of community needs.

These disparate perspectives are in constant tension.
This article, however, is not about what synthesis of 

these and other distinct perspectives is desirable. Rather, 
speaking from an avowedly adherent perspective, it is 
about CHRY Community Radio, the York-based 50-watt 
FM radio station which has tried to meld these different 
perspectives in a coherent framework.

CHRY 105.5FM serves as an intriguing experiment on 
the art of the possible. Based on the efforts of hundreds of 
volunteers over three short years, the station's appeal to 
both its participants and listeners cuts across various age 
and cultural variables. We have a florist, a farmer, a school
teacher and a baker — we’re only waiting on a candlestick 
maker.

The multitudinous programming opportunities are the 
most obvious areas in which people can get involved. Yet, 
the station's 150 or so active volunteers assist in adminis
tration, computer programming, publication production, 
financial management, public relations, engineering, 
advertising, community outreach, technical production 
and a host of other needs like carpentry, electrical work, 
logo design, etc. as they arise.

CHRY’s programming format exemplifies an integrated 
approach to radio, standing in stark contrast to the mono
liths found in commercial radio Transmitting from the top 
of Vanier Residence, CHRY has gradually carved out tre
mendous popularity throughout much of North York and 
elsewhere in the metropolitan area as evidenced by its 
annually successful on-air fund raising drives.

A New Age (on over-55 issues), the Rhythm Method (a 
dance music show unrelated to body cycles), Voice of 
Afghanistan (in three languages), All About Alzheimer's, Rendez
vous, Reggae in the City, Bread and Butter, (dailycurrentaffairs), 
the Jam Factor (not for the epicurean) and York University 
sports share the same dial frequency These programmes fill 
obvious listening needs among local residents.

CHRY was born as an FM broadcaster on October 13, 
1987. From the beginning there was a passionate com
mitment to bring together the interests of surrounding 
communities with university energies. From the start, we 
believed the goal of meeting the idealistic and practical 
needs of students and community members alike was 
attainable. The definition of “community" we have worked 
with has emphasized groups and issues that are underre

can
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Oct 6 LSAT 
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(416) 923-PREP 
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We offer courses in Toronto, 
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reaches out to North York
| week. Leading the nation in its popular reggae and 
I calypso shows. CHRV also was the first in the city to 
I establish dance music as a staple element of its musical 
I sound. Yet the station’s schedule still manages to cover a 
| gamut of musical tastes best captured by the accompany- 
I ing graphic. Classical and jazz share space with rap, heavy 
I metal, calypso and garage.
| Our library, supplied almost entirely free of charge 

through heavy use of record industry contacts and regular 
1 publication of our music charts (including our Hit List in 
"S. Excalibur), contains over 15,000 albums and a growing 

collection of cassettes and compact discs. We continously 
I co-sponsor concerts in a host of our musical specialties 

working closely with a variety of local promoters.
^ Our news department covers happenings in, or which 
' impact on, our listening area. Its focus consistently 

addresses issues that receive little or no attention in the 
mainstream media, for example lack of decent and affor
dable housing, institutional racism and various other prej
udices, growing violence and drug abuse in schools.

Although still too reliant on mainstream news sources 
and resources, alternatives including electronic mail 
communication with local organizations and foreign news 
suppliers like United Nations Radio wifi enable it in the 
future to provide true alternative programming.

CHRY’s current affairs department concentrates 
entirely on bringing in community members and organiza
tions to express views or present research on chronic 
problems in society mixed in with profiles highlighting the 
many good works taking place. At last count, 31 organiza
tions were actively involved, including the Native Women’s 
Resource Centre of Toronto, the African Relief Committee 
in Canada, the Jane-Finch Concerned Citizen’s Organiza
tion. the Office for Students with Disabilities at York Uni
versity and Jane Finch Community Legal Services.

In the past year, along with live broadcast remotes on 
Career Expo ’90, the Driftwood Community Centre Festi
val and the Caribana Parade, we programmed a panel 
discussion to mark the anniversary of the International 
Covenant Against Racial Discrimination and marked 
Black History Month with interviews and short historical 
anecdotes throughout our February program days. Like 
our music department, we sponsor and publicize a variety 
of local events typically organized by non-profit organiza
tions. Our actual current affairs programming covers top
ics like "The quality of life in the Jane/Finch community," 
"Abused women and the court system” and “The female 
foreign student experience".

Our sports department has also been active in reaching 
out to off campus amateur and professional athletics. 
Along with its thorough coverage of York University 
sports, CHRY’s 40 annual broadcasts treat high school 
and other amateur sports, as well as North York Rockets 
soccer.

i The station is now second only to CJCL 1430 AM in 
sports broadcasts among the entire AM/FM broadcast 
spectrum in Metropolitan Toronto. Our orientation assists 
in publicizing those sports that are often excluded 
because of the lack of advertising marketability that 
mercial stations depend on.

As for its proactive element, the station's volunteer 
recruitment department has a systematic programme in 
place which facilitates incoming volunteers into the radio 
station. Applicants apply in writing, are interviewed and 
are screened to determine where in the station's opera
tions they can best fit. This department also administers 
the various co-operative work programmes the station has 
been involved in such as the high school "World At Work" 
and federal government "Work Orientation Workshop” 
programmes.

We have received many certificates for our work with 
several local school boards and local community organi
zations like the Jamaican Canadian Association. The 
volunteer department also canvassed some 1300 York 
University professors for their availability to give inter
views on their subjects of expertise, another form of volun
teer service. These efforts are intimately related to the 
workings of our production department.

Production is the key to being able to interview, read and 
produce material for on-air broadcast. Our original con
ception emphasized simplicity and ease of equipment use. 
Of the hundreds of people we have trained in production, 
very few came with a natural affinity, and fewer still with 
experience. Every volunteer in the station is trained to 
operate all our equipment, giving us depth in this area 
along with the phone answering, clean-up and coffee
making detail that make up the co-operative environment 
critical to our performance.

It is difficult to capture in print the working environment 
and primarily auditory end-product that is CHRY. We 
encourage you to come by for a visit, to look around and 
ask questions. We urge those of you with ideas and special 
interests, criticisms and energy to bring these forth. There 
is much more information about our operation available in 
print: various programme guides, departmental manuals, 
our recent successful application to the CRTC for a five 
year licence renewal, our annual audit, etc.

September is a time for renewal throughout the univer
sity. For CHRY and its annual fund-raising campaign 
(Sept. 26 through Oct. 7), it is time to reach out and solicit 
input, interest and income from our thousands of 
supporters.

Great experience, in an environment prepared to chal
lenge society’s assumptions, where energy is committed 
to community service: a simple view practiced, however 
imperfectly at CHRY Community Radio. The product of 
this environment is broadcast every day of the year on 
105.5 FM.
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that devotes considerable amounts of its music program
ming to black music and folk music from different parts of 
the world” and "was impressed with the innovative 
munity and educational programming proposals” and 
“numerous interventions in support.”

This shaped the station’s evolution in a way that has 
since seen it drawn further and further from the humble 
origins which continue to characterize campus-based 
radio elsewhere in the country.

If CHRY was measured by purely corporate standards it 
would stand up admirably. The university administration 
which once fought the push for an FM radio station, no 
doubt advised by the sour experiences found elsewhere in 
Canadian universities, is gradually recognizing it hosts a 
financially stable independent broadcasting corporation.

CHRY has had balanced budgets, being virtually debt 
free with annual unqualified audits, on perhaps the lowest 
student levy fee for a campus FM station in the country. 
CHRY’s operation and mandate have met the strict thre
shold requirements for financial support by external 
bureaucracies like the Secretary of State, the Ministry of 
Employment and Immigration, the Ontario Women's 
Directorate and North York City Hall.

All of this is merely a backdrop to our primary focus. 
First, a commitment to expose information in the underre
presented areas described above. Secondly, where possi
ble and applicable, directing the listener in how to 
express discontent or approval, or actually get involved 
actively in shaping the future of our environment 
educational system, our health care, our race relations, 
and a range of other issues. Listeners are exposed to 
avenues of participation in another way: getting involved 
in radio itself through joining CHRY.

The programming areas in which CHRY is currently 
active include its music, news, current affairs, and sports 
departments. Its proactive element is managed by its 
volunteer and production departments.

Music forms the core of our 142 hour programming
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CM. DR. ARTHUR TRAIN
DENTIST

\
\H Is pleased to announce that

East moon
0

DR. STEPHEN KUZDENYI v
DENTIST

will be joining tiis practice as an 
associate for the practice of general 

family dentistry.

I
CHINESE RESTAURANT

L.C.B.O 738-1428 gjH

2150 STEELES AVE. WEST
JUST EAST OF KEELE For appointment call 

661-4888
Saturdays and Evenings 

Available Excalibur is looking for a features 
editor for the 1990/91 school 

year. If you are interested, come 
to a staff meeting, or drop by the 
office, 111 Central Square, and 
ask for Ira or Peter. And, don't 
forget to bring your funny hat!

S3 OFF food orders over 820

* After 3 pm * Dine in only * | coupon per transaction
* Not valid with any other promotional offer or buffet
* Not redeemable for rash. Valid till Oct. 31/00
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Hopper’s Hot direction aids Johnson vehicle
by Jim Russell 

The Hot Spot
directed by Dennis Hopper 
produced by Orion Pictures

Smooth and easy are the two 
things you'll notice first about The 
Hot Spot.

Based on the novel Hell Hath No 
Fury by Charles Williams, The Hot 
Spot is set in a small back road 
Texas town. It's a classic tale of 
adultery and blackmail in which 
the outcome is never in doubt; yet, 
the script is so well structured, the 
metaphors so expertly woven and 
the dialogue so highly polished 
that you can't help but follow the 
story with fascination.

Harry Madox, played by Don 
Johnson, is a smooth talking 
pawn, a man who advocates "seiz
ing opportunities,” but whose 
good looks and inability to keep 
his pants on doom him to being 
the "opportunity" that is seized by 
others. This time it is Dolly Har- 
shaw (Virginia Madsen), his boss' 
wife, who latches on to his life.

Although Harry initially shrugs 
her off as another sleazy woman in 
another hick town, Dolly turns out 
instead to be a very ambitious 
woman who, by her own admis
sion, always gets what she wants. 
And, she wants Harry.

With her husband George 
(Jerry Hardin) off hunting big 
game, Dolly turns to fishing. From

story, the cast and the haunting 
soundtrack carry the film. No 
artsy pans, no convoluted angles, 
just solid photography.

The making of The Hot Spot 
was, quite obviously, a labour of 
love for director Dennis Hopper, 
who came onto the film scene in 
the 60s with a bang, directing co
writing and starring in the now 
classic Easy Rider. Hopper has 
appeared in thirteen films in the 
last five years, among them Flash
back. Chattahoochie. and Hoosi- 
ers. a much underrated film, in 
which he co-starred with another 
versatile actor, Gene Hackman.

The 1988 L A. gang movie 
Colours got him restarted into 
directing full time. To Hopper's 
credit, I don’t think directing gets 
much better than this. A couple of 
times he indulges himself and 
slips into a bit of "camp," but the 
overall excellence of the film 
makes these spots hardly 
noticeable

The script for The Hot Spot, by 
Nona Tyson and Charles Willi
ams, came to the attention of Pro
ducer Paul Lewis more than 20 
years ago. At that time, he saw it as 
a vehicle for Robert Mitchum and 
his son Jim. So, when Hopper 
approached him with a revised 
version, he was presold

The Hot Spot deserved a shot at 
the brass ring.

I give it a 10 out of 10.
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The Hot Spot, starring Don Johnson and Virginia Madsen (sharing a moment above), is smooth and easy. Directing doesn’t 
get much better.
the first "welcome to my lair", it is never objectionable.

Contrasting Madsen's charac
ter is Gloria (Jennifer Connelly), 
who represents the innocence 
and good that Harry can never 
have, the life he will never live.
Eventually, it is her dark secret 
that drives Harry to murder and 
thus seals his fate.

Not being a Don Johnson fan, I 
nevertheless have to admit that he

did a hell of a job with his charac
ter. You could see the desperation 
in his every move, as Dolly's sheer 
force of will drew him closer and 
closer to his doom. You almost felt 
sorry for him, a man imprisoned 
by his sexual greed.

The director of photography, 
Ueli Steiger, (Promised Land and 
Some Girls) lit The Hot Spot with 
skill and patience, then let the

scene, we know that Harry never 
had a chance. Still, Dolly spins her 
web so thoroughly we can’t help 
but watch in morbid awe.

Madsen is terrific. Sensuous 
and sinister, she uses her consid
erable physical charms to over
come Harry’s reluctance. There is 
a lot of nudity and sex in this film, 
but it is never exploited; therefore,
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White Hunter, black movie
by Joanne White

White Hunter, Black Heart 
directed by Clint Eastwood 
produced by Warner Brothers

Action? Well, it may not be what 
you expect from Clint Eastwood, 
but White Hunter, Black Heart 
won't bore you.

The story is of a film director 
with a definite attitude problem 
who goes to Africa to shoot a film, 
but is sidetracked by the allure of 
the safari. His obsession with kil
ling an elephant becomes appar
ent near the beginning of the film 
and slowly overshadows his 
directing artistry.

Clint Eastwood assumes the 
role of the main character, John 
Wilson, who is loosely based on 
the famous director John Huston.
The film is a fictious account of 
John Huston’s visit to Africa to 
film The African Queen (starring 
Humphrey Bogart and Katherine 
Hepburn).

White Hunter, Black Heart is 
based on Peter Viertel’s novel of 
the same name. Like the book, the include the movie Impulse and the 
film focuses not on the making of daytime drama One Life To Live. 
a movie, but on one man’s lust to 
commit the ultimate sin (killing an 
elephant).

Peter Verill (a character based 
on Peter Viertel) is portrayed by 
Jeff Fahey, an “up and coming 
young actor (although where the film seems to be rough for two

reasons: Wilson’s character has 
an unusual personality — elo
quent, but with a dry, cynical edge 
— that takes a while to get used to;
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Above: revellers at a Festival of Festivals party share a moment, as well as the 
latest gossip about Beau Bridges. Below: Beau Bridges ignores the people sharing 
a moment at his expense.

by Genevieve Acuna

and, the first scene between Wil
son and Verill has strange timing, 
tending to read more like a stage 
play than a screen play. But, after 
a while, you get used to Wilson’s 
character, and Eastwood doesn’t 
seem to be reading half-obscured 
cue cards anymore.

It is at this point the true mastery 
of Eastwood’s direction comes to 
the forefront, seeping into the vis
uals and soaking into an already 
fluid script. Some of the lines are 
“new classics,” and the black 
edged humour that paints the dia
logue is worth hearing.

White Hunter, Black Heart 
appears at the Festival of Festi
vals. Watch for two performances 
in particular: Catherine Wilson, 
who plays Eastwood's girlfriend 
Irene; and, Alun Armstrong, who 
appears as Eastwood’s nemesis, 
Ralph Lockheart. Not much 
action; but, great photography, 
story and acting make this film 
one you shouldn’t miss.

#

he’s going I'm not quite sure). 
Fahey’s most notable credits

Fahey does an excellent job co- 
starring with Eastwood, even 
though his role is noticeably 
smaller; but, to me, he does not 
exude the essence of a star.

Eastwood’s first appearance in
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This year your first Notebook should be a?iji / SHARP.
Whats inside the book

♦ 8088 compatible CPU
♦ 10MHz clock speed
♦ 640K of memory
♦ Serial, Parallel port
♦ CGA triple supertwist
♦ 3 to 4 hour battery, AC adaptor
♦ MS-DOS V3.3
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C lint F.ashvfxxf s White Hunter, Black Hunter may not have the kind of action you expect, 
but it won't bore you. Above, Eastwood shares a moment with a member of the cast which 
he is determined to kill. 20MB Hard disk

System
40MB Hard disk 

System
“NEW” Sharp 
Notebook 8088

weighs only 8 lbs

Dual Floppy System

$ 1,515 $ 2,055 III $ 2,359

The smartest and most powerful book at 
YorkJJniversity has to be a SHARP 286 Notebook

Power in a briefcase
♦ 80C286 microprocessor
♦ 12MHz clock speed
♦ 1 MB of memory
♦ ROM Laplink
♦ 20MB Hard Disk (23ms)
♦ VGA paper white LCD 

(with 16 shades of gray)

' Next issue:
• Mister Johnson 

Interrogation 
Daddy Nostalgie 

and more _ w 3 Weighs only 
4.3 lbs!!!!

$ 3,325
SHARI* is reeiNleied li.idein.nk of SHARI* Coi pot .mon.
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Don’t tell me it’s another Guttenberg pic
Be that as it may, Emily eventu

ally falls for Gus after his miracle 
transformation, never suspecting 
that it is the same pathetic soul 
she met several months before at 
a disastrous dinner party (disas
trously unfunny, that is). What 
results is a dual identity farce that 
leads to a predictable, though not 
entirely convincing resolution.

By the way, it would appear

wall socket (off camera), or put
ting an oil-covered bolt in her 
mouth, or biting a cockroach in 
two (on camera). Oh, yeah: 
there's also a mysterious Japa
nese salad that moves.

Don't blame Steve Guttenberg 
for how the film came out. He 
actually gives a pretty good 
account of himself in his contin
ual search to lose that Police 
Academy stigma. For my money, 
Guttenberg came closest with 
the 1987 Hitchcock-like thriller 
The Bedroom Window.

The role of Gus was not an 
undemanding one. Guttenberg 
must go through the first half of 
the movie hairless, fat and slug
gish: then, when his hair has 
grown back, he is transformed 
into a tough, leather-clad biker 
who speaks with an Australian 
accent. That is how Viveca con
vinces him Emily will want him. (If 
the producers of the Mad Max 
series find Mel Gibson too ex
pensive these days, they might 
consider giving Steve a call for 
the sequel.)

The makers of Don't Tell Her 
It's Me seem to have had little 
idea of what direction to take. For 
example, it is stressed at the 
beginning that Gus is a comic 
artist — the film even has a car
toon credit sequence — but, that 
aspect is almost completely 
dropped. What we do get is some 
insight into Viveca’s profession in 
a mildly satirical scene at a 
“Loveboree," a convention of 
Harlequin romance-type writers.

by Mark Dillon

Don’t Tell Her It's Me 
directed by Malcolm Mowbray 
produced by Hemdale Film Cor
poration

The most interesting thing about 
Don't Tell Her It's Me. a new 
romantic comedy directed by 
Malcolm Mowbray, is its cast.

The film is about cartoonist 
Gus Kubicek (Steve Guttenberg), 
who has recently recovered from 
a radiation-related disease that 
has left him bald and shy around 
women. Shelley Long plays his 
sister, a busy-body who writes 
cheap romance novels under the 
name "Viveca Lamoureaux.”

Long tries to set Guttenberg up 
with Emily, a beautiful journalist 
played by Jamie Gertz (Less 
Than Zero and The Lost Boys). 
Unfortunately, Emily has the hots 
for Trout, her sleazy boss played 
by Kyle MacLachlan (of David 
Lynch's Blue Velvet and Twin 
Peaks).

According to the press release, 
the makers of Don't tell Her It's 
Me were aiming for something "in 
the tradition of some of our most 
popular, classic comedies.” What 
they have is something not far 
from the low comedy of the 
Police Academy films that made 
Guttenberg a star.

Imagine screenwriter Sarah 
Bird and director Mowbray think
ing we would find funny such 
moments as Viveca's infant 
daughter sticking her tongue in a

that this film is the latest example 
of corporate sponsorship in the 
cinema: the viewer is lead to 
believe that riding a Harley 
Davidson will have the babes 
swooning.

It’s mostly Guttenberg's show 
As for the rest of the cast: Gertz 
looks great and Long is as annoy
ing as ever. The only film in which 
her pretentious persona worked

was the 1987 hit Outrageous For
tune.

As for everybody's Special 
Agent Cooper (MacLachlan), 
there’s too little for him to do in 
this movie to tell where his career 
outside of the weird world of 
David Lynch may be headed 
Perhaps he should heed the 
advice Long didn't and hang on 
to his day job.
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by Andrew Kyprianou 
Dead Pit
directed by Brett Leonard 
produced by Imperial Entertain
ment Corp.

Have we all had just about enough 
of the infamous zombie flick? 
Apparently not. for every year a 
dozen — if not more — of these 
wonderfully directed pieces of 
cinematic art are made for the big 
and small screen (not necessarily 
in that order).

One recent addition to the hor
ror section of the video shelf is 
Dead Pit. The premise: a self- 
professed brilliant doctor, por
trayed effortlessly by talentless 
actor Danny Gochnauer, uses his 
mentally ill patients for diabolical 
experiments. The doctor’s devil
ish deeds are found out, he is shot 
in the head by a colleague, Doctor 
Swan (Jeremy Slate), and buried 
beneath the mental institution: 
hence, the dead pit.

All of this information was jotted 
down at annoying ten second 
intervals between the four hour 
scroll of credits at the beginning 
of the film. But, if that isn't enough 
to keep you on the edge of your

couch, perhaps the easy flowing 
script by Gimel Everett and Brett 
Leonard’s direction will intrigue 
you. Fasten your seatbelts, cuz 
you're in for a bumpy ride.

Twenty years later, a lovely 
buxom young woman (Cheryl 
Lawson), known only as Jane Doe 
due to a case of amnesia, is admit
ted into the same mental institu
tion where all these terrible inci
dents occurred. How surprising!

Throughout, the dialogue is 
snappy: "Damn it Ramzi!" pleads 
Doctor Swan, "I don't even know 
you any more!" In addition. Leo
nard's artsy direction is illumi
nated by a close up of Ramzi's 
cold blue eyes, prompting us to 
open ours and await the symbolic 
words: "You never knew me, 
Swan.”

Is this suspense, or what?
But, wait; there’s more. The 

scene with the dignified Dr Swan 
pathetically begging for his life is 
particularly interesting. His exact 
words? "Please . . . don't cut my 
brain!" Now, that's writing!

Unlike most films of its type. 
Dead Pit makes no attempt what
soever to add witty lines or a hum

ourous story. Instead, the viewer 
is given the impression that this is 
meant to be taken as a "serious” 
picture that should not be lumped 
together with films like The Plant 
People and Night of the Livinq 
Dead

The long and short of it is simply 
that this type of movie is not 
serious: no matter what the direc
tor tries to accomplish, he is fight
ing an uphill battle. Can a movie 
be taken seriously when its video 
box has beady little green eyes 
that flash on and off when you 
press the zombie's hand?

And, what about the special 
effects? Well, there are hardly any. 
and what there is is blatantly 
cheap The old throwing-the- 
holy-water-on-the-zombie trick is 
used, sending the dead beat into a 
wailing frenzy of pain as his flesh 
is eaten away by the blessed liq
uid. Lovely

By the end of the film, many 
questions remained unanswered 
("Why?" being one of the more 
obvious ones). Like its title, Dead 
Pit deserves to be placed in a pit 
—a very deep one.
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Steve Guttenberg, Jami Gertz and Shelley Long share a moment in Don't Tell Her It's 
Me. Don't tell anybody you saw this movie.
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For more lnlormation. visit your nearest 
recruiting centre or call collect - 
we re In the Yellow Pages (TM)

>** under "Recruiting
hallenge awaits young male or 
female graduates wishing to 
become career officers. Put 

your skills and knowledge to use 
in military occupations with the 
Canadian Forces. Positions are

now available in such varied fields 
as Engineering, Medicine, Pilots, 
Air Navigators, Air-Traffic/ 
Weapons Controllers, the 
Combat Arms, Logistics and 
Naval Officers.

C #Choose a Career, 
Live the Adventure.
CANADIAN FORCES 
ARMED ARMEES
FORCES CANADIENNES
Regular and Reserve Reguhere e( de reserve ( -;t i Mill?
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AToshiba equation for academic success.
[Notebook computers (T1000SE or T1000) = FREE Microsoft Works*] + Printer (P321SL) = FREE Knapsack

Discover the ideal Educational Notebooks When you purchase either of Toshiba’s 
renowned T1000SE or T1000 notebook com
puters, at the special TEPP price, you’ll get a 
FREE copy of Microsoft Works® thrown in.

Add a specially priced Toshiba 24 pin dot 
matrix quality printer to the deal, and we’ll also 
include a beautiful knapsack FREE !

Offer is valid only from August 15 to 
October 31, 1990, or while supplies last.
So get on down to your Canadian Authorized 
Toshiba Reseller, or call 1-800-387-5645 for 
the Authorized Reseller nearest you.

of the 90s!
With this special back to school offer from 

Toshiba-Canada’s leader in portable computer 
technology.

This incredible limited time opportunity is 
primarily available to students, professors and 
researchers. It’s one of the fruits of Toshiba’s 
highly successful Education Partnership Pro
gram (TEPP), specifically established to provide 
affordable portable computers and printers to 
Canadian students and educators.

TOSHIBA
INFORMATION SYSTEMS GROUP

Microsoft Works is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation Purchase limited to one computer and one printer per person Must be a minimum of 1 b years old to qualify Offer valid in Canada only Prices on all equipment may vary by dealer
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Welcome to new and 
returning students!

York University is in the midst of a massive 
campus development program. Our aim is not 
only to create new space for classrooms, 
faculty and staff offices and student housing, 
but to build facilities that will enhance the 
academic, cultural and social life of the 
University and improve the convenience, 
safety and attractiveness of the campus.
This newsletter provides a brief description of 
building projects currently underway.

%

till
York BuildsSeptember 1990

PROJECT UPDATES
Student Centre Vari Hall Niagara Boulevard Widening
The Student Centre is located east of the Behavioural 
Sciences Building (you can’t miss the prominent sky
lights) and is designed to create additional space for 
student activities. The Centre will accommodate a var
iety of facilities including a food court, restaurant/pub, 
student club space, student government offices, child 
care facility, art gallery and a used bookstore. The Stu
dent Centre will be independently managed by the Stu
dent Centre Corporation.

Currently under construction in front of the Ross Build
ing, Vari Hall will incorporate new instructional fa
cilities as well as faculty and staff offices for selected 
academic departments. The formal entry pavilion to the 
building will become the main focus for the campus.

To alleviate traffic congestion at the south side of the 
campus, Niagara Boulevard was widened to four lanes 
(from Murray Ross Parkway to Fraser Drive) over the 
summer.

Crosswalk UpgradesCalumet College and Residence
Activities are under-way to upgrade some of our cam
pus crosswalks to new and safer standards. A pushbut
ton device will activate overhead flashing amber 
beacons so that drivers have advanced warning of pede
strians crossing. New standards at all crosswalks 
around Fraser Drive are expected to be operational this 
Fall. Please take time to read the following “Six Steps 
to Crossover Safety”, supplied by the Municipality of 
Metropolitan Toronto:

1. Stop and look. When you approach the crossover, 
come to a complete stop. And dismount if you are rid
ing a bicycle. Look in both directions for a reasonable 
and safe gap in traffic.

2. Push the button. Find the button that activates the 
lights and push it. Make sure the button lights up, then 
you know the overhead amber lights are flashing.
3. Look. Look. Be sure to look in both directions down 
the street. Make sure all approaching drivers have seen 
the flashing lights and are slowing down.
4. Point. Extend your arm and point in the direction 
that you intend to walk using the crossover. Make eye 
contact with all drivers to make sure they are following 
your movements.

5. Wait Stand and wait safely on the side of the road 
where you can be seen until the traffic in the closest 
lanes comes to a complete stop.
6. Walk. Start to move into the road only when you are 
certain traffic in the lanes in front of you has come to a 
complete stop. Then walk carefully into the crossover 
and wait for all traffic going in the opposite direction to 
stop. Then finish crossing the street.

Located at the west side of the York campus near Stong 
and Bethune colleges, the project will provide a new 
home for Calumet students. The building will combine 
college administrative offices and space for student ac
tivities with a 264-bed residence for undergraduate stu
dents.

York Lanes
Located directly east of the Student Centre, the York 
Lanes project will consist of new offices and retail fa
cilities. The York Lanes project will also house a up
graded and expanded bookstore - comparable to some 
of the best university bookstores in Canada and the 
United States.
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For the convenience of all members of the community, 
a “temporary overflow” parking lot has been created at 
the southeast corner of the campus (near HH Lot). The 
lot will accommodate close to 750 additional vehicles 
and, we hope, will bring much needed relief to the park
ing situation on campus during the start of the new aca
demic year.
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FINE ARTS HOW CAN YOU HELP?
While some disruption and inconvenience will 
be inevitable during the construction pro
gramme, you can help us help you by:
• identifying problems areas/unsafe condi

tions by calling the Construction Hotline at 
736-5445.

• observing signage
• keeping yourself informed of access 

changes/disruptions reported in the York 
Builds newsletter and the York Bulletin.

———> CONSTRUCTION BARRICADE

ACCESS DISRUPTION
With the on-going construction of the Student 
Centre, York Lanes and Vari Hall, construction ac
tivities will be more intense at the central core of the 
campus. Safe and convenient alternatives are being 
planned to minimize impact on pedestrian and ve
hicular traffic. Directional signage will be plentiful 
to assist members of the community in travelling 
around construction zones.

The map illustrates the location of construction bar
ricades for active projects near the central core and 
routes to travel around the sites. Orange lines indi
cate construction barricades for Vari Hall, Student 
Centre and York Lanes near the Central core of the 
campus.

Produced by the Office of the Vice-President (Finance & Administration) 
in collaboration with the Construction Division, Physical Resources Group.
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Yo! Spike’s got a new joint!
relationships with two women, his rivalry 
with the sax player in his band and his life
long friendship with Giant, his band’s dim
inutive manager, played by Spike Lee.

The plot is not altogether original; in fact, 
it is very reminiscent of Prince’s Purple 
Rain. Don’t get the wrong idea; this film is 
much better than Purple Rain — I mean, I 
like Prince, but he ain’t no Bobby De Niro.

Still, Mo’ Better Blues fails to portray the 
jazz lifestyle convincingly. These jazz play
ers don’t indulge in drugs, they live in huge, 
beautiful apartments and they play to a 
packed house every night. This would be 
news to Charlie Parker, Billie Holiday, Min
gus, Monk or countless others who were not 
strangers to the horrors of drug addiction, 
poverty and racism.

As usual, Spike is attempting to subvert a 
stereotype; in this case, it is the stereotype 
of the tragic black musician as portrayed in 
such films as Bird and Round Midnight. 
However, this reversal doesn’t work for this 
particular story.

By making Bleek fit into the “I’m just a 
regular guy” mold, he works against the 
character’s unique genius. Part of what 
made Bird such a great film was the con
stant focus on how enigmatic Charlie 
Parker was. We regular chumps do not see 
the world through the same eyes as people 
like Bird.

Oh, one mo' thing: the ending is pretty- 
lame.

NOW, FOR SOME POSITIVE REMARKS:
Mo’ Better Blues is highly entertaining. 

The film is beautiful to look at, thanks in no 
small part to Spike’s main man cameraman 
Ernest Dickerson. ERNEST, YES!!! There 
are also some brilliantly edited sequences, 
and, as with all of Spike’s Joints, there is a 
generous dose of humour.

You can’t get this on TV, SO GET THE 
HELL OUT THERE AND SEE THIS MOVIE!! 
You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll eat a large bag 
of popcorn with some synthetic butter sub
stitute and hate yourself for it, and, sho-nuff, 
you'll like this movie, ya dig?

Oh, by the way, who the hell is this Dark- 
man, anyway?

by A zed Majeed

f
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HEY! HEY! HEY! HEY! HEY!!!!
LISTEN UP, Y'ALL: SPIKE’S GOT A NEW 
JOINT.

IS IT COOL? yep.
IS IT FUNKY? yep.
IS IT FUN? yep.
IS IT FULL OF NEAT-0 FILM SHIT 
LIKE DISJUNCTIVE EDITING AND 

EXTENSIVE USE OF A LOUMA CRANE??

«
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<yep. ‘m .
IS A GREAT FILM?? well. .
If there's one person an aspiring film

maker can look up to, it’s good ol’ Spike Lee. 
The man has proven that through hard 
work, perseverence and smarts anyone can 
get a film made. Æ» >

Anybody out there entertaining the 
notion of becoming a filmmaker must first 
read Spike's Gotta Have It, the companion 
book to his first independent feature, She's 
Gotta Have It. After constantly hearing that 
filmmaking is an almost impossible enter
prise, I became jittery, wiggly and dizzy 
when I read this eye-opening book. (Inter
estingly enough, I felt the same sensations 
after watching an episode of Who's the 
Boss.)

“Please, baby, please baby, baby, baby 
please."

Spike is not just a man who makes films; 
he is a barometer for what is hip-hop, down, 
nasty, bustin' and straight out cool. I should 
know. On a recent trip to Nueva York, me, 
my friend Peter (also a film student) and my 
girlfriend Tina (not a film student, buta valid 
person in her own, right) braved the NYC 
subway system to get from safe, Woody 
Allenesque Manhattan to violent, race riot 
torn Spikelynesque Brooklyn.

Why?? That's what we asked ourselves on 
the steamy, expectorated upon subway 
platform. We were on a pilgrimage that all of 
Spike's fans must one day make to the new 
temple of groovy, Spike’s Joint. For those of 
you squares who have not been educated to 
the fact, this is a store recently opened by 
the man himself to sell artifacts, relics and, 
most importantly, t-shirts associated with 
his films.

Upon arriving, I went into a frenzy: "Holy 
shit, look at the sign! Coolschool, mon . . . 
nice store. . . nice neighbourhood. . wow! 
Authentic Do the Right Thing t-shirt . . . 
how much? . . . who cares? Grab as many 
as we can carry . . books, buttons, posters 

. . hey, how do I look in this Forty Acres 
and a Mule baseball cap? . . . I’ll take it. . . 
final bill. . . gulp! . . oh, well, forget about 
that fifth course this year. This is indicative

I
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Spike l ax's Mo’ Better Blues doesn’t truly capture what makes jazz musicians great artists, but, chill out—Lee 
is still an amazing filmmaker. Denzel Washington shares a moment with his trumpet (above).

of how one behaves around anything asso
ciated with Spike Lee.

Spike is no ordinary filmmaker. He has 
singlehandedly inspired an appreciation of 
cinema among the masses, formerly an area 
reserved exclusively for overweight film crit
ics. It is to his credit that Spike’s films deal 
with heavy subjects without alienating cer
tain factions within society.

Spike is no poseur. He doesn't attack with 
an intellectual hammer; his ideas are con-

Spike's second film, School Daze, while 
flawed, contained some interesting ideas on 
Black pride and unity. Also, the ending was 
a killer. WAKE UP!!! I love that ending. I 
could have done without some of the musi
cal numbers, but, hey . . .

Do the Right Thing, Spike’s greatest Joint 
to date, confronted the issue of racism 
without trivializing it. The film did not give 
any easy solutions . . . 'cos there ain't any. 
The film’s strength lay in its ambiguity. For 
chrissakes, the audience has to do some 
work, ya know. Additional strong points: the 
usual shenanigan from Spike and the gang 
(despite the serious subject, this is one 
funny film), the usual amazing cinemato
graphy by Ernest Dickerson, and the unus
ually awesome soundtrack . . . FIGHT THE 
POWER!

Now, Spike has released Mo’ Better 
Blues. The film focusses on jazz musician 
Bleek Gilliam (Denzel Washington), his

veyed viscerally. From the beginning of his 
career, Spike has maintained a level of wis
dom which, presented in a colloquial 
manner, reflects the essence of reality accu
rately, if not conventionally.

Spike’s first film, She’s Gotta Have It, told 
the story of Nola Darling, a free-willed 
woman who alternately slept with three dif
ferent men. As in all his films, Spike upset 
the viewer's expectations in many ways. For 
example, Nola’s character would fit into the 
“slut” stereotype, but 
Spike effectively and 
subtly presents her as 
well-adjusted and mis
understood, especially 
by you male dogs. Ya 
dig? Perhaps the most 
remarkable aspect of 
this film is that Spike 
produced, directed, 
wrote and starred in it, 
and that his budget was 
$175,000. Peanuts, mon.

MICRO YORK VISA
Serving York University Administration, Faculty, Staff and Students

Owned by York University and Operated by Computer and Communication Services 
Free Delivery within York Main Campus r - ^

V- - J.
Main Stori* Satellite StoreMICRO

YORK 104A Steacie Science Library
736-5274 - FAX:736-5662 
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11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

122P Central Square
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The IBM PS/1, a new kind of personal computer 
that brings it all home: 

ease of use, power and value
..^

mi
■Bti

-4J ♦ 80286 microprocessor
♦ 10MHz clock speed speed
♦ 1-1,44MB. 3.5“ disk drive
♦ Photo VGA Colour Display
♦ Real time clock

♦ 1MB of memory
♦ 30MB Hard Disk
♦ Mouse
♦ 2400 Baud modem
♦ Enhanced keyboard 

♦ PS/1 Computer system tutorial ♦ ibm DOS V4.01

m

1-, ♦ Microsoft Works V2.0 (which includes word 
processing, spreadsheet, database and 
communications systems)

Si

pi M $ 2,099* 1 I
:

IBM Model 55
IBM Personal Laseri step into the power of an IBM computer -A:.

1
s; ♦ 5 Page Per Minute 
I ♦ HP LaserJet Emulation 

HP Plotter Emulation

$ 1,399

ir, Strengths
♦ 80386SX microprocessor
♦ 16MHz clock speed
♦ 2MB of memory
♦ 1-1.44MB, 3.5"

1>:ù I F -■& I* i I’ E

I Options
Font Cartridge starting at $ 176
Toner Cartridge 
PostScript Catridge 
1MB Memory Upgrade $ 399

♦ 60MB Hard Disk9* $ 175
$ 473m

Monitor Extra $ 3,850
IBM 12” VGA Mono Display $ 289
IBM 13" VGA Colour Display $ 769

tixcalibur film reviewer A zed Majeed and his friend Peter share an attitude outside Spike 
Lee Mecca, Spike’s Joint. IBM is registered trade-mark and Personal System/1 and PS/1 are trade-marks of 

International Business Machine Corporation, o Copyright IBM Canada Ltd., 1990.
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Malle’s May Fools is hauntingly graceful
strange scene in it (to fully 
understand what I consider 
strange mix one part Lynch's 
Blue Velvet and add a dash of Val
ley of the Dolls).

What I am getting at is that 
Malle has two distinct styles of 
filmmaking: 1) The french new 
wave influenced weird type, as 
with My Dinner with Andre, and 
2) The french pre-new wave 
influenced less wierd type, as 
with Au Revoir Les Enfants. This 
is the wonderful, beautiful, crazy 
paradoxical world of Louis Malle. 
Malle's latest film, May Fools. 
falls into the second, or ‘‘haunt
ingly graceful," category.

May Fools tells the tale of Milou 
(Michel Piccoli), a 60 year-old 
man with the lifestyle of a little 
boy. Milou lives on a large villa in 
the southwest of France, with his 
aged mother and the sexy "oh la 
la" maid, Adele. Milou’s life is the 
very picture of pastoral deca
dence, that is until his Ma dies; 
she's gone, she’s outta there, 
she's history . . . anyway I'm sure 
you get the idea. The sudden 
death of the matriarch brings the 
whole family back to upset the 
utopian dream. This whole tale is 
set in the context of the May 1968 
student demonstrations, which 
was as close to the sixties youth 
sub-culture revolution in Amer
ica (and Canada . . . remember 
Yorkville . . . Joni Mitchell, Neil 
Young . . . draft dodgers . . . 
Steppenwolfe . . . Jesus, I'm get
ting misty) that France ever got.

The beautiful thing about May 
Fools is the subtle way Malle and 
scriptwriter Jean-Claude Car
rière present the parallels be
tween the seemingly unrelated 
contexts. The classic french atti
tude towards the bourgeoisie has

almost always been one of con
tempt and/or ridicule. Malle and
Carrière, however, present the In the end, May Fools is a nos- 
members of this bourgeois family talgic look at a time forever gone 
in a very sympathetic and glori
fied way.

May Fools is closer to Renoir's 
Rules of the Game than to God
ard's Tout va Bein , although it is 
influenced by both; Malle, as with 
Renoir, is interested in showing 
the human side of bourgeois life 
Milou's life is easy and privileged, 
however this allows for many 
positive connections, for exam
ple, the time to read books and 
appreciate art, as well as the time 
to truly commune with nature.

greedy, but hey, who among us 
has not sinned, huh?

and I'm paraphrasing here, ", . . 
we should go down to the Persian 
Gulf and say, 'Hey, Mr. Arab and 
Mr. Isreali if we can come together 
on this thing so can you.' Love, 
man. We all want it , and we all 
give it “

No wonder the French con
sider him a genius.

w*

and a way of life that could not 
last. I think Jerry Lewis said it 
best at the end of his recent MS

-

V telethon upon receiving word 
that they had raised $42 million,
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iI ouis Malle, director of May Foots, 
doesn't feel like sharing anything with 

. anybody at the moment.
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May Fools is full of great 

performances by great 

French actors
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by A zed Majeed 

May Fools
directed by Louis Malle 
produced by Nouvelles Editions 
de Films

I first heard of Louis Malle in 1977 
with the realese of his pedophi- 
liac Brooke Shields vehicle Pretty 
Baby. I think everyone would 
agree that that was one strange 
film, except for maybe Lewis Car
rol and/or Jimmy Swaggart. This 
is not to say that the film is bad, 
NO, NO, I DIDN'T MEAN THAT!!! 
THERE YOU GO AGAIN, JUMP
ING TO CONCLUSIONS . . . 
HEY. MAN I LIKED LOUIS 
MALLE'S FILM'S WHEN YOU 

* WERE STILL WATCHING HAP
PY DAYS ... but, why be de
fensive?

Malle followed Pretty Baby 
with the hauntingly graceful (I 
lifted these adjectives from a 
reveiw by Gene Siskel) Atlantic 
City. This film does not have a

Y
LûThe parallel between this life 

and the May ‘68 strike lies in the 
transience of both. The May' 68 
uprising was a time of freedom 
and solidarity in Paris. It was also 
a time of great hope for change in 
the country. History, however, 
has pointed out how fleeting 
idealistic notions of life can be. 
There are neither any more stu
dent demonstrations nor any 
more bourgeoisie in France — 
they have both melded together 
into one compromised ball of

€ t ■
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The Two Jakes, Jack Nicholson's sequel to Roman Polanski’s Chinatown, is a 
disappointment. Above, Nicholson and Harvey Keitel share a cigarette.

Two Jakes 
too manygoo.

May Foots is full of great per
formances by great French 
actors; Miou-Miou, Michel Du- 
chaussoy, Dominique Blanc and 
one of the greatest performances 
by Michel Piccoli. The look and 
the mood of the film is impres
sionistic and quiet. The charac
ters are all a little eccentric and

hy Ira Nayman

The Two Jakes
directed by Jack Nicholson
produced by Paramount Pictures

Going into The Two Jakes, the sequel to the phenomenal 
Roman Polanski film Chinatown, the average viewer might have 
a couple of questions. How bad can Jack Nicholson's direction 
be? How good can Robert Towne’s script be? And. what's with 
those dumb radio commercials?

These are probably the wrong questions. Nicholson's direc
tion is better than you might expect; Towne’s script isn't as 
good. As for the commercials, well, they're more like parsley 
than onion rings.

The Two Jakes takes place 10 years after Chinatown. Jake 
Gittes (Nicholson) is still investigating infidelities, although 
World War Two has been good to him; Gittes is a successful, 
respected member of his community, with a big suite of offices, 
smart clothes and membership in the local golf club.

Gittes is hired by Jake Berman (Harvey Keitel — the other title 
character) to help him walk in on his wife and her lover to get 
evidence for a divorce When Berman shoots the lover, Gittes 
must find out whether or not the killing was premeditated; but, 
even this becomes secondary when the case is connected with 
Gittes’ past.

Towne’s script does little things well. The parallels between 
the two Jakes are various and fascinating The plot is intricate, 
the dialogue is largely adult. And, he takes his customary care 
to give his characters depth and conviction.

Unfortunately, the script does important things poorly. The 
story is a virtual clone of Chinatown, from the greater social 
canvas (revolving, this time, around oil) to the scene with the 
threatening thug (Reuben Blades, sticking an ice pick in a wall, 
unable to match Polanski's menace in the original). Even a 
slight variance in the established form would have been enough 
to add some suspense to the film.

But, there is none. Revelations are revealed with a dull thud 
instead of a bang. The pace of the movie (at two hours and 20 
minutes) is far too leisurely. More to the point, there are scenes 
which do not hold the viewer's attention.

Nicholson must share much of the blame for this; as director, 
he could have tightened the film up, could have made things 
move faster. This slower pace may reflect his idea of a kinder, 
gentler Jake Gittes, but it is a disservice to filmgoers.

On the other hand, except for an occasional lapse (say, a slow 
motion tumble through the air), Nicholson avoids the tempta
tion to use showy directing techniques. His camera is fluid, 
some of his compositions are stunning and he has gotten excel
lent performances out of his cast (starting with his own).

Comparisons between the parent and its offspring are inevit
able. Where Chinatown ended with a bang, The Two Jakes ends 
with a pseudo-philosophical whimper; this is indicative of the 
difference between the taut drama of the first film and the 
looser, rambling, reflective style of the second. Chinatown 
worked well as a whole, The Two Jakes only works well in parts.

Taken on its own, The Two Jakes would bean interesting film 
with some things to recommend it and some problem areas. 
Compared to Chinatown, it is a disappointment
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David Lynch’s new film is Wild At Heart..
by Ira Nay man

Wild At Heart
directed by David Lynch
produced by Propaganda Films

In a scene which may be cut from 
the final print of David Lynch’s 
Wild At Heart, two men who have 
just been hit by shotgun blasts 
blindly scramble through a pool 
of their blood, looking for the 
hand of one, which was shot 
clean off. "If we find it in time," 
one man assures the other, “it 
can be reattatched." CUT TO: the 
side door of the building, where a 
dog, human hand in its mouth, 
nonchalantly trots out.

TO, we're not in Kansas any 
more.

Wild A t Heart is the story of Sai
lor (Nicolas Cage) and Lula 
(Laura Dern), lovers who travel 
across the US trying to escape 
from Lula’s mother, who is trying 
to keep them apart, and the pri
vate eyes and gangsters she 
enlists to help her.

The film is very culturally 
aware, containing references to 
Jean-Luc Godard (Azed dis
agrees with me, but I still say that 
traffic jam at the end looks 
awfully familiar. . . ), Elvis Pres
ley and The Wizard of Oz.

Wild At Heart is typical of 
Lynch’s film work: the dialogue is 
stylized, often highly stilted 
(which, unfortunately, isn’t as 
consistently funny as it should 
be) and some of the imagery is 
highly repellent. There isn't really 
that much graphic violence in the 
film, but there is a pervasive 
sense of dread, a continuous 
expectation that something hor
rible is about to happen.

(If you are a Twin Peaks fan, 
beware: Lynch’s television work 
is related to his film work in the 
same way a paper cut is related to 
a fourcar pile-up. In fact, by curb
ing some of his worst excesses, 
television may be responsible for 
some of Lynch's best work.)

Wild At Heart is a flawed film
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.. and weird on top
by Azed Majeed

Okay, okay. . . now, I'm a pretty liberal fella, but after viewing a David 
Lynch film, I feel like a cross between Jerry Falwell and Tipper Gore. 
Lynch’s new film, Wild At Heart, starring Laura Dern and Nicolas 
Cage, is exactly what one would expect from the guy who made Blue 
Velvet and Twin Peaks.

Basically, it's extremely icky.
Lynch has made a career out of stripping away the glossy surface of 

reality to expose the seething, visceral, subterranean dark side of 
existence. This continuous quest into the nasty part of humanity 
makes Lynch a sort of new wave Joseph Conrad. (My constant quest 
for all night 7-Elevens, on the other hand, has made me a new wave 
William Conrad.)

Wild At Heart tells the story of Sailor (Cage) and Lula (Dern), a pair 
of lusty weirdos who take to the road in order to escape from Lula’s 
deranged Mama (Dianne Ladd). On the road, Lula and Sailorencoun- 
ter a number of people who are all even weirder and sicker than 
themselves.

The saving grace of this film is that Sailor and Lula have found true 
love, and everyone knows that love conquers all. Love is the true 
healer, the great granddaddy of ’em all, the last stop on the road paved 
with despair, fear and trembling. “Love, exciting and new. Come 
aboard. We re expecting you."

Now, all of this is fine and kind and beautiful and touching . . . 
ahem, I mean, in a virile, manly sort of way. However, the film left me 
with a feeling of déjà vu.

This is very familiar territory for Lynch — as a matter of fact, this 
type of film can now be termed “Lynchian.” He seems obssessed with 
putting weirder psychopathic characters in each new film, trying to 
outdo himself each timeout. This wouldn’t be too bad if it didn’t seem 
gratuitous and detrimental to the plot.

In Wild A t Heart, Lynch is unable to balance the plethora of exces
sively evil characters and the central theme. Lynch allows the plot to 
fall apart in order to put more weirdos on the screen. And, believe me, 
there are more holes in this film than in a wedge of Swiss cheese, more 
than an Aero bar, more than . . .

Uhh, sorry about that. Actually, there aren’t that many holes in the 
plot — I just hate to waste a good metaphor. Nonetheless, the film is, 
in the end, slightly unsatisfying, definitely not as shocking as Blue 
Velvet.

I consider Wild At Heart the bastard child of Blue Velvet and Twin 
Peaks, it’s not as good as either, but you'll still need to have a shower 
after seeing it. Regardless of the problems with the film, Lynch can 
still grease it up pretty good, and the soundtrack is a mother, and 
Willem Dafoe — MAN! He is one oily slimeball! Triple yechs for him!

So, get out to the cinema, you couch potatoes, see this film and feel 
good about yourselves again. As for David Lynch, I hear that he is 
currently collaborating with Charles Manson on a remake of It's a 
Wonderful Life.
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Laura Dern and Nicholas Cage share a bizarre journey through a nightmare landscape in David Lynch’s Wild At Heart. *

There are too many characters, 
too briefly seen and poorly 
drawn; the movie would have 
been better if there had been 
fewer sub-plots, if Lynch had 
concentrated on the main story.
To get attention amid the freaks 
and psychos, some performan

ces are way over the top (al
though Dern and Cage are won
derful).

Nevertheless, Lynch is working 
in territory that few other direc
tors are willing to touch: the dar
kness that lurks within all of our 
souls, and the ultimate tragedy of

the human condition Wild At 
Heart is a black fable which, in its 
own way, reaffirms the redemp
tive power of love.

Wild At Heart is “rockin’ good 
news." You just have to be pre
pared to forgive it some flaws and 
excesses.
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Mac CPU Special Package
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Win Microsoft Winodws 3.0Other Microsoft Products |The Jewish Student Federation of York University will hold its annual 
election for the Board of Directors on Monday, October 1, 1990 at 7:00 pm in 
the Senate Chambers (9th floor, Ross Building).
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Pump Up 
the satire

I

by Simon Chung

f A è\SUPERB CHINESE FOOD 
DINING, TAKE-OUT & HOME DELIVERY 

UNIVERSITY CITY PLAZA 
59 FOUR WINDS DR., DOWNSVIEW, ONT.

PHONE: 736-4046
SUN-THURS, 11:30 a.m.-12:00 midnight 

FRI &SAT, 11:30 a.m.-l:00 a.m.

Pump Up the Volume 
directed by Allan Moyle 
Produced by NewLine Cinema

Hubert Humphrey High (named 
after the 1968 Democratic candi
date who lost to Nixon) is a virtual

;_
prison camp these days, com
plete with gestapo-like teachers 
marshalling the halls. Meanwhile, 
the students find solace every 
night in a raunchy pirate radio 
show. This is the background to 
the wonderfully subversive Pump 
Up the Volume.

The film centres around a shy, 
frustrated teenager named Mark 
Hunter (Christian Slater) who 
transforms himself at night into 
the rudely outrageous DJ Happy 
Harry Hard-on (HHH for short — 
like the school). The pirate show 
he hosts, which features Leonard 
Cohen songs and on-air simu
lated masturbation (though not 
at the same time), soon becomes 
a cult favourite at HH High.

Hunter/Hard-on’s listeners, 
who hang on his every word, 
include a somewhat stereotypi
cal array of troubled teens: the 
suicidal nerd, the inwardly un
happy cheerleader and so on. 
After listening to one of Harry's 
shows, the nerd commits suicide 
and the cheerleader blows up her 
pearls and blow-dryer in a mic
rowave. Naturally, it does not 
take long for school authorities, 
the police and the Federal Com
munications Commission to crack 
down on the irreverent DJ.

Given the film’s subject matter, 
it would have been very easy for 
Montreal-bred writer/director 
Allan Moyle (Times Square) to 
turn it into a two hour music 
video. Happily, Moyle never 
allows music to supersede the 
story.

The film suffers, however, by 
focusing exclusively on Hunter/ 
Hard-on. The many teenage 
issues brought up by Harry's lis
teners serve as a backdrop to the 
DJ’s rambling, making the film 
appear superficial and uninvolv
ing. Worse still, Harry's excessive

popularity makes Moyle’s vision 
of high school life in America 
improbable — who's ever seen so 
many discontented and troubled 
teens in one place at the same 
time (except, perhaps at Degrassi 
High)? Is this a high school or a 
reform school?

Logistics aside, the film boasts 
a powerful performance by Sla
ter, whose previous credits in
clude the cynical teenage mur
derer in Heathers. Slater is quick
ly becoming the quintessential 
high school rebel. With his deli
ciously Nicholson-esque man
nerisms (circa The Shining), he 
provides the film with an approp
riate amount of perverse sexual 
intensity. Admittedly, he is much 
more convincing as the horny DJ 
than as the introverted Mark 
Hunter.

Newcomer Samantha Mathis 
plays the inevitable love interest 
naturally, with humour.

Although Pump Up the Volume 
can be accused of being overly 
romantic (to the point of naivety), 
and even melodramatic, it should 
be commended for not offering 
pat, compromising, middle class 
solutions. In the final scene, the 
defiant hero urges his supporters 
to "talk hard" (does that mean we 
can all masturbate on the air?), 
proclaiming that the high school 
years are the worst of one's life, 
that the trick is to survive them 
intact. There is something lauda
ble about a film dealing with high 
school life that repudiates high 
schools altogether.

I couldn't help wondering, 
however, how disappointed the 
optimistic hero will be when he 
discovers that the world at large 
is essentially no different from 
Hubert Humphrey High. Perhaps 
this will be the subject of Moyle's 
next film.
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Small is not only big but smart. The magic of miniaturiza

tion has made many marvels manageable, among them Sony's 

invention of Digital Audio and the Compact Disc. Now, not sur

prisingly, from the Advanced Audio innovators 

come Sony MHC Series Compact Audio Systems. 

The advanced technology of ' , 

these bookshelf systems per- H 

mils big sound in compact I

surroundings, making these superb audio components 

bestsellers.

A wide variety of Sony High Fidelity Stereo awaits 

your selection. From the 225 mm. wide micro, through the 

250 mm. wide mini, to the 350 mm. wide midi, all have the 

technology to deliver the lion's 

share of the sound in the space 

of a mouse.
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Orchard is Waterboys “lite”
decided they were getting 
nowhere. They broke up, regroup
ing after six months; by 1988,
Energy Orchard had been playing 
live shows all over London, to

The debut album of London based excellent reviews. Tho «inni»
poternha°rChard fa"S Sh°rt °f 'tS The album is a worthwhile lyrically simple, has ttecompo- 

tkI u , endeavour musically. Unfortu- nents of a hit song and can stand
were chi'lrthonH f>erSH°f thn ?,and nately' Energy °rchard seems to alone on its own merits Unfortu- 
Mnrth»h ^ J6*8 m Be fast' have run out of energy lyrically, nately, one song can't hold an 
aol m London ?9 to rePaa< their less than album together® and the on"?

hanH 1, ! ' th X formed a bolliant choruses to excess. The other song of note is the band's band, and started working on one "Energy Orchard Sound" tends to 
song, after 170 odd versions, they remind me of a combination of a

by “Switch”

Energy Orchard
Energy Orchard 
MCA Records

"light” version of the Waterboys 
and Bryan Adams, with The 
Church's guitar effects and a twist 
of rhythm and blues. W

ndadvice
ff-yy

cover of Van Morrison’s “One, 
Two Brown Eyes," which lingers 
in the room long after the last note 
has ended. of Energy Orchard's lyrics sug- and rhythm and blues in their

gest that they have definite feel- music takes them in another bet-
ings about the conflict in Ireland; ter direction, 
other songs talk of love and con
flicts in love.HIT LIST The blend of Celtic folk, rock 

and rhythm and blues gives 
Energy Orchard a solid base to 
work from; they just seem, per
haps, to be victims of commercial 
production. The album seems to 
be made’ for commercial radio, 
which is good if you want to make 
money, but bad if you want to 
transmit a serious message. Some

That sound is essence of 
Energy Orchard; I wish they “ 
would have gone further and done 
more with it. Maybe the next 
album will better showcase their 

. . ... ... u . energy. Meanwhile, take a listen to
band - like U2 - by imitating the Van Morrison cover and “Bel-
them. However, I hope this is not 
the case, because the Celtic folk

My first reaction to the record as 
a whole was that Energy Orchard 
was trying to catch a ride on the 
coattails of an already successful

CHRY-FM 105.5 FM 
TOP TEN for the two week 
period ending September 
12,1990 fast;” they may be worth 

time.
your

k
hguaL sneaks up on youARTIST TITLE

1 Scott R. Sympathy (C) Neil Yonge Sired
2 ShufRe Demons (C)

3 Ray Condo and His 
Hardback Goners (C)

LABEL
Smokcshaw Records

Stonyplain/WEA

Crazy/Cargo

What do you want 

Condo Country All six songs seem to be cho
sen for impact, as they show off a 
new side of what this band is cap
able of. For instance, “Stroll" 
demonstrates am eclectic blues 
core style that made Beefeater a 
legend.

"Fault” has a catchy melodic 
rock that Scream is famous for, 
complete with vocal harmonies. 
And “Girly Man" gives off an aura 
of good time reminiscent of party 
jam songs, like "Kick out the 
Jam."

Overall, I would lump them in 
the power pop category of hard
core. The unmistakable ringing 
guitar sound that has made emo- 
core an entity drives their music.

by Stephen Perry

hguaL
demo
Burly Man Tapes

Cassettes, the life blood of the 
underground music scene, have 
a way of sneaking up on you. 
Most people figure that if a band 
isn t putting out vinyl, they them
selves aren’t impressed with their 
music, and it isn’t worth listening

Au contraire. In hguaL’scase, it 
seems like it was a question of 
money, because this tape rocks 
from start to finish It doesn’t let

The drums and bass fill out the 
sound which make comparisons 
to Verbal Assault unavoidable. 
hguaL's distinction lies in the 
singers’ vocal style. When John 
gets going he sounds an awful lot 
like Tomas Squip of Fidelity 
Jones. This gives the band a dual 
persona that has them bordering * 

on Beefeater’s sound. With Ver
bal Assault and Beefeater being 
my two favourite bands I 
sider that quite a compliment. 
And, so, for fans of either band, 
this cassette is a must.

Write Brian Davis do Burly 
Man Prod’ns at 7507 Todd PI., 
Manassas, Va., 22110, U.S.A.

4 Stompin’ Tom 
Connors ( C)

5 Various Artists (C)

6 Pixies

7 Shadowy Men on a 
Shadowy Planet (Cj

8 lane's Addiction Slop

C io(i

A Proud Canadian Capitol

Indie Can "90 

Bossanova

Savvy Show Stoppers

Intrepid

4AD/Polygr

Cargo

am

:
WEA
WEA

Polygram 12"

9 Sonic Youth 
10 Charlatans The only one I know

con-
Compiled by CHRY’s Music 

Department from programmers’ 
playlists over a 2-week period 
ending September 12, 1990. 

Programmers choose their own 
material. (C) denotes Canadian 

material.

;
CHRY 105.5 FM, 258A Vanier 

College. Office Line (736)-5293. 
Request Line (736)-5656. up.
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Voyageur’s new 4+2 Student Booklet gives 
you two free bus tickets when you buy 

and use the first four in the booklet. 
Valid for travel between the same two cities 

for nine months. There are no travel day 
or date restrictions. Get yours today.

CT

APPEARING LIVE: 
THUR. SEPT. 13

THE
MIDNIGHT RAMBLERS

($4 door)

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY, 
NOON-1:00 AM 
BBO Lunch, NOON-2:00 PM 
Night BBO, 7:30 PM-11:30 PM

Voyageur
mp

me
ZGQÇIES! Room 023 Founders

736-5348



We specialize in casual clothing carrying both 
regular and off price goods for every pocket book. 
Compare and then come to us to save on all your 

wholesale purchases:

LADIES
MEN’S

CHILDREN’S

Everything must go!!!! We need your help!!!!!
Jeans!!! Most name brands — Dozens of different styles 

Sweaters!!! Name brands from $12.50 reg. retail up to $90.00 
The hottest two piece outfits at the lowest prices 

Too many blouses and shirt styles to mention 
Thousands of the latest fashion styles ready to go 

Skirts!!! Turtlenecks!!! Blouses!!! Tons of twill pants 
Phenomenal saving for all retailers everyday 

!!!PEPE—RUEROYAL— BLUE ZONE— HOLLYWOOD—GITANOÜ!

THE CLOTHING FACTORY OUTLET
2687 STEELES AVE. WEST (ONE BLOCK EAST OF KEELE)

948-7400
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

After hour appointments at your request
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Cockbum’s Live hitless
by Howard human

Bruce Cockburn
Live
True North Records

You've got to give Bruce Cock- 
burn credit. The guy's got a lot of 
nerve releasing a live album with 
so few hit songs on it.

I was at the concert recorded for 
Live. Sure enough, he played it all 
— from “If I Had A Rocket 
Launcher” to “If A Tree Falls.” The 
concert was a wonderful sum
mary of an illustrious career, 
complete with lesser known songs 
like “After The Rain," and the title 
track from his 1985 album, World 
Of Wonders.

To cap it all off, Cockburn sang

I ]an impromptu rendition of Eric 
Idle s “Always Look On The Bright 
Side Of Life," straight out of 
Monty Python. After a series of 
deeply searching songs with titles 
like "Stolen Land," and "Tibetan 
Side of Town," it was a delicious 
bit of irony, lightening an evening 
that easily could have easily been 
too serious.

On Live, he has replicated that 
concert without many of the hits. 
The only well known pieces on the 
fourteen song compilation are 
“Silver Wheels," "Rumours Of 
Glory," the obligatory “Wondering 
Where The Lions Are," and "Call It 
Democracy." Everything else 
ranges from the minor hit "See 
How I Miss You," to “Stolen Land,"

from 1986’s Waiting For A Miracle: 
The Singles.

While some listeners may cry 
for the lack of "Rocket Launcher" 
and other hits, I applaud Cock- 
burn’s decision to release his 
more obscure work. In fact, 
“Stolen Land," a track lost amid 
the hits of Waiting For A Miracle, is 
a highlight when Cockburn strips 
it to its basics and plays nothing 
but a goat-skinned bodhran.

Yet, despite this, the record 
ultimately falls short. Like fellow 
Canadian musicians Rush, Cock
burn has broken his career into 
sections, punctuating each of 
them with a live record. Just as 
Rush used Exit. . . Stage Left and 
All The World's A Stage to repres-

ISR/
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While this may boost sales of 
Cockburn’s recent back cata
logue, it presents an inaccurate 
view of his repertoire. As such, 
Live is best listened to in conjunc
tion with his earlier live set.

ent their earlier periods, Cock
burn had a record called High 
Winds, White Sky. And just as 
Rush contained the 80s on its 
Show of Hands, Cockburn has 
released Live.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY
*********************************************************************

LIQUIDATION OF ALL INVENTORY !!!!!
***********************************************************

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP**************************** **********

GRAND RE-OPENING• •••••••••••••••••••••

CLOTHING FACTORY OUTLET
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O
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Baerwald is barren - Is

Billy Barroos
by Jason Nolan

David Baerwald
Bedtime Stories 
A&M Records

The new release by David Baer
wald entitled Bedtime Stories 
gives a fair taste of what the 
mainstream music industry thinks 
whitebread North America, in 
culture if not genetic makeup, is 
prepared to listen to in the 90s.
It’s angry, it’s meaty, it’s full of 
those intellectual twists and 
conundrums just right for those 
who have finally understood how 
to run their VCRs.

Who knows? David Baerwald 
may indeed be a mafi of the 90s; 
time will tell. But, if he is, I’m not.

Baerwald, or whoever is pulling 4T 
the strings, is living proof that, «V 
though our yyorld hangs by eco
logical and political threads, 
some folks can still reminisce 
about the ignorance and stupid
ity which made them what they 
are. For example, on the tune 
“Good Times" he sings,

I’m as guilty as afraid 
About decisions that I’ve 
made
Ideas that I’ve left behind 
Friends that I’ve bet
rayed . . .
And these are the good 
times.

/ &rhythm brews
t
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This week:
Tom Barlow
Tues. Sept. 18

Lightning Rod 
(AKA Quick Dick)
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Sept. 19-22

Bleecker Street
Mondays

All-you-can-eat
spaghetti
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Cl986 VOLK

(please use a fork)

Where does this leave us? Per- cussion, Steve Berlin and even Want more? The publishing 
company responsible for this 
work is called Zen of Iniquity. I 
think that someone has spent too 
many hours in record company 

an unfocused triad/fable about .offices and at industry functions 
A&M’s obvious targeting of the conflict, a feeling arises that she for their own sanity to remain

pseudo-intellectual in us all with was brought in to sing the line intact,
this packaged product betrays “'cause baby I’ve been crawling,” 
the industry’s own decay, not totally unaware of the context of 
ours. The fact that almost all the the song She merely gives it a

real anti-Vietnam feeling, just like 
Tom Cruise in Born on the Fourth 
of July. In this tune (or should we 
call it "product?"), Baerwald's 
own vocalizations waver between

keyboard tracks and fills with 
some upfront processed guitar 
work, a bass following charts, 
and so on. This is tied together 
with some good ol' boy postur
ings of the Steve Earle variety 
(not to denigrate him) and a cou
ple of E-Street shuffles.

haps this credit card nihilism is Joni Mitchell (they must have 
an attempt to equal "we educated caught her sleeping), Baerwald 
and disaffected youth of acade- has the flash of corporate cash, 
mia" in indulgence, ignoring the 
troubled world around us.

When Joni sings “Liberty Lies,"

Tuesdays
2 for 1 chicken wingsMusic, shall we talk about 

music? Baerwald’s a competent 
vocalist. Perhaps his forte and 
fame may be found in beer com
mercials. There are overtones of 
any singer you care not to think

One of the perks of reviewing 
music is that it gets you a lot of 
free music for a little work. In this 
case, let’s call it a public service 
announcement. In fact, anyone 
who would still want this tape 
should see Ira at the Excat office 
— he’ll be happy to let you take it 
off his hands.

tunes on this ’product' were pub
lished in 1990 suggestsTiothing 
less than the superficial arran
gements, lyrics and presentation 
deliver. With the backing of ex- 
Zappaite Vinnie Colaiuta on obvious Bob Dylan and SassJor- 
drums, Alejandro Acuna on per- dan impersonations.

of.
Quality and listenability, how

ever, depend on the aesthetics of 
an extensive layering of digital

Wednesdays

All-you-can-eat
perogies

(record to date —11)

Every Night

WE DELIVER FOR LUNCH
COMPLETE AT SYSTEM

WITH HARD DRIVE AND MONITOR
ONL Y $999with this ad

ACT/286-12: 80286 Processor with Zero Wait States operation delivering 
16Mhz effective throughput, 1.2MB 5 25" fjoppy disk drive, Dual 
harddisk/floppy drive controller, Enhanced 101 key AT style keyboard, high 
capacity system power supply, real time clock/calendar, 80287 Co-processor 
support, 40 MB 28 msec fast hard drive. Parallel/Serial/ Game ports, 
monographies card, TTL monitor, 2 yr labour & 1 yr parts warranty.

Get More For Your Dollar!
Buy ACT computers for the best quality, 

finest performing IBM PC/AT* 
Compatible systems at unbeatable prices!

drink beer!
& MORE

^^5^665-0062
WELCOMES BACK 
YORK STUDENTS

Sundays

Free hangover buffet
(noon til 2:00 pm)BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

2400 B Internal Modem .. . . . . . . . .
386SX Barebone system.. . . . . . . . .
14" VGA monitor with 16 bit card 
14" 1024 X 768 VGA monitor .
upgrade XT to 286 .... . . . . . . . . . . .
Panasonic 9 Pin Printer ......

ONLY $89 
from $790 Huge screen 

NFL football
(Chi Chi's has only a big screen, 

ours is huge)

Jam session
(starts 8.30 — ends ?)

CORNER OF 
DUFFERIN 

AND SFFELES

Proudly delivering the best Pizza to York students
$485MINIMUM ORDER $6.00
$495

• Ask for Special Rates for our party-size pizza
• Show this ad and receive $3 off any pizza order

Open
Mon.-Sat 11:00 AM- 

2:00 AM

from $395
$229

over$10 Call lor pricing on our 8088. 80386. 80486 systems Leasing available 
*IBM PC/AT is a reg. TM of International Business Machines Coi-poiation

WOODBRIDGE CONCORD THORNHILL 401

ACT ENTERPRISERutherford Rd Lawrence AveSun. 4:00 PM- 
2:00 AMH l i 6)

Î 1 1685 Victoria Pk Ave.. 2nd floor. Unit 1 

Scaiboro (Princess Plaza)>eY- Eflltnton
FINCH AWV*rh UnAr •rally

— 360 Hulmar Drive
(in Antica Centre) 

just across the street from York U.

288-9659 or 759-9996

Office Hours: Mon-Frl 11 am to 1Q pm and Sat 1-7 pm
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Propaganda doesn’t live up to its name
David Gilmour plays lead guitar 
on the latter, achieving an inter
esting sound that is overworked 
in a song the over-production 
bug kills dead. “Vicious Circle" 
opens up with the peaceful sound 
of crickets chirping and twists up 
into a pop tune that has great 
potential as a dance floor hit, but, 
again, another can of Raid is 
required.

Howard Jones appears as the 
co writer of two songs, "Heaven 
Give Me Words" and “Your Wild
life,” but as far as I can see — or 
hear, for that matter — does more 
damage than good. Neither of 
these songs are memorable. 
Jones sings backup on "Heaven 
Give Me Words,” but is lost in the 
muddled layers of sound. Cer
tainly there are no comparisons 
to be drawn between 1234 and 
Jones’ Human's Lib.

Betsi Miller, the lead singer of 
Propaganda does have a plea
sant voice. With the exception of 
“Vicious Circle," however she 
really doesn't do anything very 
interesting with it. Propaganda 
end up sounding like Kim Wilde 
or Swing Out Sister on one of 
their weaker days. Too bad, too, 
because what Miller plays with on 
"Vicious Circle" is reminiscent of 
earlier attempts, and does have

the potential to get her some
where.

instrumental reprise of "Vicious 
Circle" is ethereal and new 
ageish. I left wondering if they

by “Switch”

Propaganda
1234
Virgin Records

If you're looking for something 
new in music, Propaganda’s 1234 
is not going to give it to you It is a 
newly released album, but the 
word new can’t be used as a des
cription in any further sense.Ac
tually, if you're inclined to listen 
to light pop or new age style 
music (not to be confused with 
new wave) you might find some
thing in 1234 that satisfies you. 
For me, 1234 does nothing more 
than elicit memories of other 
people's music that I consider 
good for atmosphere and/or 
music to study by.

Let me elaborate: music to 
study by is, under my definition, 
music that is there to blot out all 
other noise in the room that 
might distract you, but that you 
don’t have to pay any attention to.
I guess the concept is much like 
that of elevator music, but in a 
different class.

Only two tracks even attempt 
to demand attention, (and if I 
were a DJ on a top 40 station, I 
might give it to them), “Vicious 
Circle" and "Only One Word."

Fairlight synthesizer, especially 
in the way they use it. For the 
most part, anything with a few 

the instrumental sound of Propa- would be more suited to doing all microchips and some keys would
ganda. When they stop trying to instrumental music. And, I would do them fine,
sell their lyrics and their record liketoadvisethem in thisdayand 
they achieve greatness. The age not to brag about using a

The high pointof the album is

My final words . . . don’t buy 
1234 unless you have to!
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what’s 
the point?

ME
I write for Free Verse
YOU CAN TOO!

ii

■ Submit your poetry and
■ prose to
H Excalibur
PM 111 Central Square

by Ira Nayman

Modern English
Pillow Lips 
TVT Records

I mean, what’s the point?
Modern English has rerecorded

its mid-eighties hit “I Melt With 
You" for its latest album, Pillow 
Talk. The original version was 
pretty good, I guess, but the new 
version does absolutely nothing 
creative, original or the least bit 
worthwhile with it.

So, like, what’s the point?
“I Melt With You" is the first single 
off the album.

No, really, what’s the point?
The rest of the album contains 

uninspired synth-pop that tends 
to ask for little imagination from 
the listener (ie — it all sounds the 
same). You would think that ME 
(as the band narcissistically likes 
to be called) would realize that its

music, not much to listen to in the 
first place, has been supplanted 
by rap and heavy duty funk on the 
dance floors of the nation.

Pillow Lips is pleasant enough, 
but, what’s the point?

I mean, here is an album with a 
blue flower on the cover and a red 
flower on the sleeve. Am I sup
posed to be offended by the sex
ual suggestiveness of these pic
tures, or what? And, what about 
the band’s obsession with one 
particular portion of female anat
omy? Is ME lost in a morass of 
adolescent sexual fantasy, or. . .

Just what is the point, anyway?
Damned if I know.

m
FOOD AND FUN EMPORIUM

NORTH YORK’S 
BIGGEST DANCE CLUB 

PRESENTS
r ~i

MORE SECRET REASONS 
STUDENTS TAKE 

GRAY COACH HOME...DEPRESSION WEEKENDS 
WHERE AT HOME THE 0/m Di/£ DATES(

$1.95 ARE OM THE M/LK CONTAINER )

CAN BUY YOU ALMOST 
ANYTHING.

PERFECT FOR A STUDENT 
ON A BUDGET 

STARTING SEPTEMBER 6th

the YORKDALE INN

Students admitted why they snuck home via Gray Coach - 
aside from the facts that Gray Coach is cheap (but still tasteful), 
air conditioned, and has reclining seats and a washroom and 
somebody else to drive.

If you'd like to find out how cheap Gray Coach can take you 
home (and when) give us a call.

Gray Coach
X.

VISA

A reclining seat. Air conditioning. A washroom. And 
somebody else to drive.

GrO^Cooch'AMEBKANI
■EXRBESS

789-21513080 DUFFERIN ST. AT LAWRENCE AVE. W. More Info? Phone 393-7911
L J



Open 
24 hours

1290 Finch Ave. W„ Unit 22 
Keele Finch Plaza 
Downsvlew

FREE PARKING
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A tour of Toronto’s ethnic communities
. it' : ■ tu-, ~'H>p- ’ ti-

tu.,scorns ami immiimccts ot mote than 
66 cultural uimiitiminci at the city

readers, Ruprecht shows his 
desire to create as complete and 
accurate book as possible. Any 
corrections or additions, he 
promises, will be listed in the 
second edition.

As it exists now, Toronto’s 
Many Faces is a fairly compre
hensive work. Ruprecht lists over 
60 groups, including Toronto’s 
natives, supplying enough his
tory to interest the casual reader. 
The listings are also quite tho
rough, from a variety of restau
rants, toprominentTorontonians 
from each group.

The book is not meant as a ref
erence, but was written, Ru
precht says, to "foster an appre
ciation for the diversity of cultural 
expression that characterizes 
this city." As a result, it tends to 
be brief, shrinking each entry into 
a few paragraphs.By glossing 
over each group, Ruprecht often 
simplifies matters that are not so 
simple He doesn't even touch 
upon the conflicts that have 
existed between Toronto's ethnic 
communities, ignoring such 
events as the Christie Pits riot of 
1929, in which Toronto Jews

were harassed by local anti- 
Semites.

Of course, the purpose of the 
book is not to provide history, but 
only to enrich public awareness 
Being a Minister in Ontario's 
legislature, Ruprecht has done 
an enormous service for the 
Toronto tourism industry. By 
acknowledging the existence of 
so many groups and spotlighting 
them in his book, he has shown 
what truly makes Toronto great. 
The only thing I was left asking 
for was an index to the restau
rants and services listed.
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Fair Play is fair commentf
t uiywiVn %|

a* 46 Ü by Cynthia Phillips

Fair Play: 12 Women Speak 
written by Judith Rudakoff and 
Rita Much
published by Simon & Pierre 
Publishing

York University Theatre Pro
fessor Judith Rudakoff and Uni
versity of Toronto Professor Rita 
Much conceived Fair Play: 12 
Women Speak because they dis
covered a lack of reliable material 
available to students of drama for 
their research of Canadian play
wrights.

Fair Play celebrates the ac
complishments of 12 Canadian 
female playwrights, including 
Linda Griffiths, Sally Clark and 
Carol Bolt, with conversations 
that give an in-depth look at their 
personalities, feelings and atti
tudes. Fair Play gives a clear look 
at who these women are and 
where they came from, not just 
what they have done.

Common topics throughout 
the interviews include the pas
sion, desire and impulse that 
consumes each writer to write; 
taking chances; and. the need to 
break down barriers between 
reality and fantasy. The definition 
and exploration of the word 
"home" was also prevalent; for

many of them, like other women, ' 
it meant security, safety and 
identity.

The conversation/interview 
format was chosen because the 
writers are constantly changing 
and growing; this portrayed them 
at a specific moment frozen in 
time. This format was particularly 
appropriate as it gave the reader 
a deep understanding and re
spect for each writer, and writers 
in general, as well as insight into 
the difficult and sometimes pain
ful process of writing.

Besides Griffiths, Clark and 
Bolt, the writers interviewed were 
Wendy Lill, Banuta Rubess, Judith 
Thompson, Joanna McClelland 
Glass, Anne-Marie MacDonald, 
Margaret Hollingsworth. Mary 
Walsh, Joan MacLeod and Sha-. 
ron Pollock. In that group there is 
a vast amount of talent, which 
Fair Play clearly defined and 
displayed.

This book should be a large 
part of future conversations, 
essays and critical analyses of 
Canada's women playwrights.
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“There aren't a lot of risks taken 
with young women writers, and I 
think that the reason is the old 
boys' network. I think it's quite 
logical that a sports oriented 
male artistic director feels much 
more comfortable talking to a 
sports oriented male writer than a 
singularly unathletic female wri
ter like me."

*

by Howard Kaman

Toronto's Many Faces 
by Tony Ruprecht 
Whitecap Books

More than almost any city I know, 
Toronto has to work to attract the 
attention of its own population. 
As a result, landmarks such as 
the Skydome and Ontario Place 
have been built as "tourist" areas, 
yet promoted to attract the To
rontonians. Commercials for the 
Dome appear on television, hail
ing it as the "World's Greatest 
Entertainment Centre," and 
are urged to join the “Tour of the 
Universe" at the base of the CN 
Tower.

In the midst of all this, it is easy 
to forget what really makes 
city great; the vitality and diver
sity of its people. Indeed, with so 
many groups visible in Toronto, 
there have been relatively few

books devoted to the subject. 
Why have people come from so 
many countries to Toronto? Cer
tainly not to see the Jays at the 
Dome.

Into this void arrives Toronto's 
Many Faces. Tony Ruprecht's 
book is an admirable attempt to 
encompass the variety of Toron
to’s ethnic make-up in one con
venient reference manual. Each 
chapter covers a different group, 
from the Afghans to the Welsh, 
and lists local religious institu
tions, restaurants and monu
ments. There are also brief histo
ries of how the groups came to 
Toronto and a listing of holidays 
and celebrations.

Of course, the problem with a 
directory, Ruprecht admits in his 
introduction, is that it "runs the 
risk of being outdated the day it 
goes to press." By admitting this 
fault, and offering his address to

— Banuta Rubess

To be a recognized, successful 
Canadian playwright is 
complishment, but to be a suc
cessful Canadian female playw
right is even more significant in 
this male dominated world. Hun
dreds of plays have been written 
and published by women in Can
ada, yet few female writers ach
ieve respect and recognition for 
their work.

an ac-
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EXPERIENCE THE —————iVISION AND SOUNDS

North York’s Largest 
Selection of Videos
At Trendz *N Video We Listen To You, The Customer!

Rental Rates
New Release»: 'X
•2.49 per day \

All Other Movies:
•2.49 for two (2) days 
>3.49 for Three (3) days

Touch-Screen* computer 
in-store for up to date 

< access to A 
available films //

jy Featuring 
/Multiple Copies 

of New Releases
(Free Fresh Popcorn Children’s Play Area^

Nintendo Game Cartridges 
and Machines—_________ _________ J

VHS Players & Accessories

Featuring Pic-a-Flic 
Preview System

Thousands of VHS Videos to 
.Rent or Buy on Two Floors

CHILDREN’S MOVIES
2 For *1.49 

For Two (2) Day» 
\ 2 For *2.49 
W For Three

Day»

Cassettes FREE MEMBERSHIP
AND ONE FREE MOVIE RENTAL

For new member» only. Musi be 16 years of age or older tor membership

&
CD’s (3)

736-1940

Billy Barroo's
rhythm & brews

+ + + + + + +
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cold beer

live bands

great food

underwear optional
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Coat covers Canadian
The Canadian Jewish experience has 
been excellent at times.

fledgling British colonies.
Although Canada's first syn

agogue was erected in Montreal in 
1768, by 1800 there were only 120 
Jewish men out of a total popula
tion of 300,000. Furthermore, 
because there were few Jewish 
women, many converted or mar
ried native or French-Canadian 
women.

Early on, Abella writes, Jews 
had to fight for their religious and 
political rights. Tensions came to 
ahead in 1807, when Ezekiel Hart, 
a scion of the influential Hart clan 
of Three Rivers, Quebec, won a 
seat in the Legislative Assembly of 
Lower Canada, the first Jew to do

prosperous and peaceful one as 
Jews branched out geographi
cally and socially. The Toronto 
Jewish community crystallized 
around 1849, and built its first 
synagogue in 1856. This syn
agogue, called Sons of Israel, later 
changed its name to the Holy 
Blossom when it moved to a 
Richmond Street address in Jan
uary, 1876.

Although Quebec lobbied hard 
against Jewish immigration to 
Canada, Mackenzie King's 
time government needed no 
prodding to be cruelly dismissive 
of the plight of Europe’s Jews. 
Despite intense lobbying by the 
Canadian Jewish Congress, the 
Canadian government stuck to its 
policy of no immigration.

Indeed, Canada has the shame
ful distinction of having accepted 
the fewest refugees of all coun
tries in the western world. This 
fact alone illustrates the ridicu
lousness of the claim of all mod
ern anti-semites: for all its sup
posed power, the organized 
Canadian Jewish community 
could not change government pol
icy when it really counted.

Institutionalized anti-semitism 
did not stop there. Quotas against 
Jews in Canadian universities 
remained intact until the 1950s. It 
was only in the post-war years, the 
post-Holocaust years, that Cana
dian Jewry undertook to fight 
entrenched discrimination Abella 
writes that the struggles of groups 
such as the Canadian Jewish 
Congress and B'nai B'rith helped 
develop the human rights laws 
which were codified in the 1982 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

In the wake of the post-war 
economic and immigration boom, 
the Canadian Jewish community

by Menahem l\euer

A Coat of Many Colours 
written by Irving Abella 
published by Lester & Orpen 
Dennys

In the biblical account in the book 
of Genesis, the patriarch Jacob 
gives his son Joseph a coat of 
many colours. A beautiful gift, no 
doubt; but, the coat brings to boil 
the long-simmering jealousy that 
Joseph’ brothers feel towards 
him. They sell him into slavery, 
precipitating the drama of the ens
lavement of the Jews in Egypt.

A Coat of Many Colours is the 
latest offering from Gle'ndon scho
lar Irving Abella; it is essentially 
the companion volume to the 
exhibition of the same name

refers to Canadian Jewry’s varied 
contributions to the country (the 
"Canadian mosaic”), one cannot 
but be struck by the inherent 
irony.

In a way, the Canadian Jewish 
experience as described in A Coat 
of Many Colours has been excel
lent at times, terrifyingly bad at 
othertimes. Essentially, Abella 
chronicles the birth, growth and 
development of the Jewish com
munity in British North America 
from a handful of adventurers to 
the approximately 330,000 souls 
that Canadian Jewry now 
numbers.

Throughout its eventful history, 
Canadian Jews have dealt with the 
internal and external pressures 
that both threaten and challenge 
it. About that history, Abella 
writes, "It was not easy; Jewish 
history never is."

The story of Canada’s Jews 
really began with the English con
quest in 1759. Although French 
Jews helped keep New France 
alive through investments of cash 
and supplies, Jews were barred 
from settling there, were consi
dered "enemies of the Christian 
name" by the French Crown. The 
British, on the other hand, thought 
of Jews as potentially beneficial 
because of their perceived mer
cantile interests.

Most Jews arriving in British 
North America at this point were 
of Germanic origin. Bold, adven
turous and aggressive, they were 
predominantly young men who 
felt they had nothing to gain in the 
Old World and nothing to lose in 
the New World. Many prospered 
and played leadership roles in the

war-

so.
A furor erupted when Hart took 

his oath of office on a Hebrew 
Bible, and with his head covered. 
Although Hart agreed to swear on 
The New Testament, his candi
dacy was refused, since, as a Jew, 
his swearing on the Gospels 
meant nothing. Although better 
off than their English counter
parts, Jews (and, for that matter, 
other non-Anglicans) did not yet 
fully enjoy political rights in 
Canada.

The achievement of full reli
gious and political rights for Jews 
in Canada did not come until the 
1830s after a long and bitter fight, 
principally by other Hart family 
members. The Canadian Jewish 
community were aided by Louis- 
Joseph Papineau, the famed 
French Canadian reformer and 
patriot. Abella notes the theory 
that the Quebec reformers were 
anxious to undermine British- 
Anglican power any way it could, 
using the issue to chip away at 
colonial authority, even though 
there were only 2,000 Jews in 
Canada at the time.

The period of 1840-1880 was a
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The Byward Market, Ottawa, circa 1900. The first Jewish resident of the city appeared 
there only 50 years earlier.

which has been shown in Ottawa's 
Museum of Civilization, and will 
be shown in Toronto in Sep
tember. While the title probably
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Jewish history well
pfo cM^S«ere.d^ Iet' lts attitudes new immigrants were shipped out
the fqïnf A?!? by,the events of west in order to fulfil Canada's 
he 1940s. Abella notes the impact need for farmers in the region

that Ho'ocaustsurvvorgroups For the most part, these 
ave had on Canadian Jewry’s immigrants spoke Yiddish and

tended to be more religiously 
observant than the already estab
lished Canadian Jewish commun
ity, and their presence created an 
"uptown-downtown” friction in 

the large Canadian cities. As well, 
many Russian immigrants 
brought with them radical social
ist ideologies that were popular 
among the downtrodden Jewish 
masses of Eastern Europe.

Tragically, “as the number of 
Jews in the country increased, so 
did the opposition to their pres
ence." Although anti-semites 
seemed to be popping up every
where in Canada, nowhere were 
they as prevalent or as venomous 
as in Quebec.

ET VERS SALLE DES DEPARTS
INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS LOBBY 

AND TO DEPARTURE CONCOURSE
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attitudes vis a vis Nazi war crimi
nals, racism and hate propa
ganda. As well, the State of Israel 
— smaller than Quebec — occu
pies a priority position on the

4 $
In that province, xenophobic 

nationalism combined with Chris
tian prejudice to produce a fear
some tide of anti-Jewish activities, 

agenda of Canada s Jews. How- Jews were portrayed as the agents 
ever, Abella notes that organized of change, of disruption. “In the 
Canadian Zionism has become a writings and speeches of many 
spectator sport" for many Cana- leading Church and nationalist 

dian Jews as we head into the 
1990s

We
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m 3»figures in Quebec, the Jew 
commonly depicted as a parasite, 
a germ spreading an insidious 

ument 300 years of history in 250 disease that was undermining the 
pages, A Coat of Many Colours is national health.” 
conceptually a survey crash The cure? Quarantine. The pol- 
course. It is decidedly user- itical elite of Quebec lobbied hard 
friendly, with wide margins and in Ottawa to prevent Jewish immi-
short pages, and chock full of gration to Canada, even as Hitler
photographs. planned the mass destruction of

There are no footnotes, which Europe’s Jews. On the eve of the 
may irritate those concerned with Holocaust, the world seemed
sources for sweeping statements divided into two camps, countries __________________
that inevitably appear in such like Germany which desired to Sephardic Jewish immigrants from Morocco arrive in Montreal in 1960. The French speakinpT3œmm,ï v
works. A bibliography is included, expel its Jews, and countries like there, Irving Abefla writes in A Coat of Many Colours. ^ 8 community
but I don’t expect this to satisfy the Canada which refused to have 
scholarly reader. Clearly, A Coat them. 
of Many Colours will be gracing 
the coffee tables and bar mitzvah 
present collections of households 
across Canada
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As a book that sets out to doc- ■ :
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continues to thrive

Although there are difficulties in 
organizing so much information 
(for example, Abella moves chro
nologically, yet sometimes organ
izes events thematically), Abella 
manages to include information 
on the problems experienced by 
anglophone Quebec Jews (as 
opposed to the francophone 
Sephardi group) and the subse
quent rise of Toronto as the pre
dominant Canadian city for Jews.

Ultimately, there are important 
lessons to be learned from A Coat 
of Many Colours. Against the con
text of Quebec's wartime anti

semitism, who can be surprised by 
Quebec publishing magnate 
Pierre Peladeau's statement this 
past winter that Quebec Jews 
“take up too much space?” Keep
ing in mind the anti-Jewish riot in 
Toronto’s Christie Pits, who 
stand for the slightest sign of bigo
try and racism?

Clearly, histories such as A 
Coat of Many Colours teach that 
communities subject to political 
scrutiny and harassment must 
fight — and, fight hard — for their 
rights. Bar mitzvah boys: sit up 
and listen!

While the scholarship of A Coat 
of Many Colours is compromised, 
Abella's intelligence and writing 
ability carries the day. Abella, after 
all, redefined Canadian history 
with his chilling None Is Too 
Many, the book that exposed 
Canada’s shameful complicity in 
the Holocaust. His clarity of style 
and language will bring important 
information home to 
people.

A Coat of Many Colours is 
impressive in its breadth.

Interestingly enough, more 
than one quarter of the funds were 
contributed by local Christians, 
and the dedication event was 
attended by, among others, Mayor 
Shaw. Although Jewish commun
ities appeared in smaller cities 
such as Hamilton, Saint John and 
Victoria, the centre of Canadian 
Jewry was Montreal.

The arrival of large numbers of 
Russian Jewish immigrants 
between 1880 and 1914 irrevoca
bly changed Canadian Jewish life 
Spurred by official anti-semitism 
and progroms, Russian Jews 
flocked to Canada. Many of these

can
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Writer’s BlockCandide previews 
at York

by Ira Nay man 

Intuition
written by Daniel Cappon 
Published by Bedford House

There is a section in Dr. Daniel Cappon's Intui
tion: Harnessing the Hidden Powers of the Mind 
that struck a sympathetic chord with me. Cappon 
described how “schooling" the mind (becoming 
familiar with a subject) helps generate bursts of 
intuition, and, further, that time away from a spe
cific problem gives the unconscious mind the 
opportunity to work out solutions. As a writer, I 
am intimately familiar with the process (which I 
call research and incubation), in which I fre
quently engage.

If Cappon’s book consistently were as insight
ful as this section, I could recommend it without 
reservation. Unfortunately, Intuition is full of 
faulty logic, dubious assertions and unfulfilled 
promise; it is, for the most part, a disappointment.

(“That’s a pretty extreme statement,” my intui
tive side protests. “Read on,” my rational side, 
smiling smugly, suggests.)

Cappon develops his theories using a Jungian 
model of personality, which is immediately pro
blematic for those who don’t believe in Jung’s 
theories (me, for instance). It seems an unneces
sary distraction, given that the process of intui
tion can be explained without resorting to any 
personality theory. (And, Cappon doesn't help 
his cause by telling an anecdote about Jung in 
which he disdains finding a physical basis for the 
collective unconscious.)

Cappon goes to considerable lengths to give a 
theoretical basis for different levels of intuition in 
women and men (thus justifying folk notions of 
“women’s intuition’’); but, he admits that recent 
tests show no appreciable differences Although 
more sophisticated tests, may, in the future, find 
the differences Cappon is looking for, proper 
scientific method would suggest that he not 
promote his theory at present

(“What do you think of that?" my logical mind 
remarks, putting its feet comfortably up on the 
ottoman “You always have to have your own 
way, don’t you?" my intuition says, sulking by the 
fireplace.)

by Joanne White

Voltaire's Candide 
stage adaptation by David Bor- 
enstein and Andrew Clark 
produced by the Grub Street 
Repertory

"Our last production of Candide 
[at the Samuel Beckett Theatre at 
York University in 1986] was 
financed by a horse-racing bet," 
said Andrew Clark, director of the 
newly translated version of Vol
taire’s Candide.

The story of Candide is, in 
short: the adventures and expe
riences of a young man who is 
expelled from his castle home 
and travels the world. David 
Borenstein, playwright and a 
student of York University, spent 
a great deal of time translating 
and adapting Francois-Marie 
Arouet's (Voltaire) 18th century 
French novel for the Toronto, 
stage.

Borenstein and Clark wanted 
their own interpretation and to 
have a script to work from that 
was as close to the original as 
possible. A new translation also

Cappon, a professor of environmental studies 
at York University, has an overall goal: to prove 
that the world's ills, environmental, social and 
other, can be cured by the application of intuitive, 
creative problem solving. It is a noble aim, but his 
argument does not hold up. Cappon admits, for 
instance, that intuitive reasoning can lead to evil 
ends just as easily as it can to good, making its 
use as ambiguous as rational reasoning.

Moreover, Cappon's argument assumes that 
solutions do not exist, whereas they mostly do. 
Sustainable development, for instance, though 
flawed, has the potential to solve the problems of 
environmental degradation and the needs of a 
growing population. What is lacking to solve the 
world’s problems is not a new method of finding a 
solution, but political and moral will.

Unfortunately, no amount of intuition is going 
to give us that!

The book is full of debatable assertions. And, 
yet. . in describing the intuitive process, Cap
pon writes that, to be successful, an idea must be 
followed by a lot of hard work. This certainly 
agrees with my experience, where the various 
thoughts about character, setting and story must 
be written and rewritten before they can be con
sidered finished.

(In fact, my favourite part of writing is where 
the intuitive/creative bits are sent up to the con
scious from the unconscious. This is the closest I 
ever get to the pleasure of experiencing my work 
for the first time.)

So close, and yet. . . Intuition is a frustration 
book.

("Look, maybe Cappon is missing the obvious,” 
my rational mind, in a conciliatory mood, offers. 
"Maybe rationality and intuition are parts of one 
process that cannot be dissected so easily." “You 
think so?" my intuition sniffs. "Yeah, sure," my 
rational mind says. "Now, how about a beer?”)

skirts around the issue of using 
someone else’s copyright.

Clark was drawn to Voltaire’s 
Candide because he considers it 
to be "the greatest satiric work 
ever written." He also finds that 
many of the questions and issues 
dealt with in the 1746 novel that 
mocked Rousseau's Best of All 
Worlds are of relevance to our 
modern audience.

Voltaire's Candide is the Grub 
Street Repertory's first produc
tion. The cast, a young group of 
over 25 members, appear in full 
period costume. The Grub Street 
Repertory's future plans are to 
produce plays considered clas
sics but which are rarely per
formed in Toronto.

Workshop previews for Vol
taire's Candide will be held Sep
tember 13 and 14 at the Samuel 
Beckett Theatre at York Univer
sity. The production will pre
miere at The Actors Lab Theatre 
on September 19 and run until 
October 13. (All performances 
will be financed by ticket sales 
and not by bets.)

Join Students for the Exploration and Development 
of Space (SEDS).
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Topic: International Space University 1990
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Gray and cold makes for sunny marathon
by Riccardo Sala

Cool and gray Sundays are about 
as popular with the general pub
lic as the GST or persistent tele
marketers. For the runners and 
wheelchair athletes in the Tor
onto Marathon though, cool and 
gray was a close to perfect as the 
weather Sunday could be.

Close to 4,000 athletes braved 
the emotional turmoil of an early 
Sunday wakeup call to take part 
in the marathon and supporting 
events. Alberto Salazar, mara
thoner par excellence was there, 
albeit as runner in the Toronto 
Olympic Committee 10 km sup
port race. After that race he 
chummed it up with CKFM dee- 
jay Erik Tomas for the television 
cameras.

One of those 4,000 was Peter 
Fonseca. A Toronto native, Fon
seca trains in Vancouver (the 
definition of cool and gray) and a 
lot of the cheering at the Varsity 
Stadium finish line was for him.

Fonseca came second in the 
marathon behind fellow Van
couverite Carey Nelson “The 
weather was fantastic," Fonseca 
said, noting "when I came here 
two weeks ago, it was in the mid
dle of a heat-wave and I was wor
ried (about the heat).”

The Fonseca support conting
ent was at its most vocal with a 
Toronto based Portugese run
ning club. As Spokesperson Nel
lie Pedro noted, Portugal has 
produced more than its share of 
long-distance runners, including 
Rosa Mota and on the local scene 
Fonseca. Club runner Eddie 
Raposo finished fifth.

For Carey Nelson, the mara
thon was an unlikely event to win. 
Usually a 5000 to 10 000 metre 
runner, the Toronto Marathon 
was Nelson's first. The large 
($14,000) payoff "allows me to 
concentrate on training for the 
1992 Olympics,” Nelson said.

In the women's marathon, Lisa 
Presedo of London won, but had 
to spend an hour afterwards 
being treated for exhaustion and 
dehydration. Presedo, too, earned 
$14,000 for her effort. She won by 
less than a second over Toronto's 
Laura Konantz.

The wheelchair portion of the 
marathon provided a slightly 
more diverse group of winners. 
Connie Hansen from Copenha-

i J i ^
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glo colours, Robillard stuck with 
a turtle-neck sweater. His chair 
was rusty. When he spoke he was 
direct, a politicians nightmare.

Robillard is not carded. “I gave 
up that (being part of the national 
team)," he said, “and couldn't 
handle the politics." He was ref
erring to his stint on the national 
team. He does only road races 
now, sponsored by Team Sha

dow, an American company that 
builds racing chairs.

By one o'clock, the crowds 
inside the stadium had dwindled 
and children were in the process 
of eviscerating the gigantic bal
loon that adorned the front of 
Varsity. Straggling marathoners 
pulled into the finish line even as 
the announcers kept calling out 
the names of incoming runners.
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Yeomen Football add “win” 
to their dictionary
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by Peter S ta this

SB 1 It surprised everyone including the team: the football Yeomen
! broke their season-long losing streak by upsetting McMaster 
! 16-11 last weekend in exhibition play.

Coach Tom Arnott was pleased that the team worked hard for
2 the whole game and avoided taking costly penalties. “We didn’t 
■§ necessarily outplay Mac, but we did out-tough them with big 
c defensive plays.” According to Arnott, the Yeomen have an even 
o bigger challenge against Windsor, which he said is an improved 
^ team from last year. Windsor has developed a very strong quar
te terback as well as their receivers and have also introduced the 
v option back into their game. “We will have to keep our defensive

line back and play heads up against them [Mac]," said Arnott.
The Player of the Game for the Yeomen was defensive back 

George Velentzas who had three interceptions, scored two field 
goals and did all the punting for the game.

The Yeomen are pumped up right now after their first win in 
almost two years, but coach Arnott said they will have to come 
back to earth and continue to play hard ball for the rest of year, 
starting with their first regular season effort against the Windsor 
Lancers.
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The last stretch; an athlete heads home at last Sunday’s Toronto Marathon.

gen was the winner in the wo
men's race. Up until last year,
Hansen had the fastest marathon 
time in the world.

The top Canadian was Chantal 
Petitclerc from Quebec City. The 
Toronto Marathon counts as the 
Canadian championships for 
wheelchair athletes, and the top 
Canadian time is the standard 
which the athletes must achieve 
in order to receive funding.

Petitclerc pointed out the in
creased pace of competition in 
wheelchair racing in recent years.
On the national scene, she has 
had a friendly rivalry with Colette 
Bourgonje, a Saskatoon native 
who took the 800 m gold in the 
Commonwealth games in Jan
uary.

On the men’s side, Luke Gin- 
gras inherited the win after leader 
Marc Guessy went wide on the 
final approach to Varsity Sta
dium. A native of Quebec City,
Gingras’ first win came last year 
in the Detroit Free Press Mara
thon. Toronto marked his second 
win.

comments, Robillard noted that 
the course and the weather were 
good. The Richmond B.C. native 
won five gold medals in 1987 at 
the Stokemanville Games, which 
are held in England and are like 
the Olympics for disabled per
sons.
While Gingras was decked out in 
spandex and Petitclerc and Han
sen had attractive chairs in day- Esther Shiner Stadium (Bathurst and Finch).

Game time is Saturday afternoon, 2:00 pm, September 16 at
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' lOCStiODS tl * 100% benefits, profit sharing and staff

discounts
S6PV6 YOU ♦ scholarship programs for part-time staff

♦ complete training programs that pave the 
way for career development

If being an active participant is part of your 
game plan, apply to your nearest National 
Sports store, or give usa call at 640-7647.

Behind Gingras was Ron Robil
lard Echoing Fonseca's earlier

.‘•w

York University 
Leather Jackets i

y mmm

ÀÉk.
• other styles available
• highest quality garment leather
• excellent custom workmanship
• friendly personal service
• our tradition of quality and reputation 

is your guarantee of fit and satisfaction

A

VV,
Concord 669-2030 

Mississauga 270-7940 

Newmarket 853-7965 

Oakville 338-6500 

Oshawa 434-3998 

Pickering 831-6360 

Scarborough 439-8806 

SkyDome 341-2920 

Willowdale 225-0929

m 1) Leather Jacket:
complete with crest and lettering
from $245.00

> A

Rational
y Yoarkn starts with ts Gtvwimd1

Qg/uuMoh. SfUvUAweG*

2) Melton Jacket:
437 Spadina Ave. 979-2707 

(south of College St.) 
Established 1963

with leather sleeves: complete with 
crest and lettering
from $175.00 I J;F|| sajNFlr- i**
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York Athletics Goes Big-Time
«iilti Promo campaign aims 

to showcase York’s Varsity 
athletes

I

lot ÜP4

by Riccardo Sala

After years of slogging on the 
sidelines, York's varsity athletes 
are ready to take a well-deserved 
spot at the centre of York’s stu
dent population.

The "vehicle” for this transfor
mation is the Marriott Cup Spirit 
Challenge.

In simple terms, the Cup seeks 
to draw York students to paid- 
admission varsity games. The 
sports involved are Yeomen foot
ball, hockey, men’s and women's 
basketball and men’s and wo
men's volleyball. Points are awar
ded to colleges based on attend
ance. The college which has the 
most points at the end of the 
Challenge is awarded prizes.

Ten varsity events, all paid 
admission sports, have been 
chosen as games at which points 
will be awarded for attendance 
An eleventh event is the prize
giving ceremony. As well, em
phasis has been put on audience 
participation through contests 
such as “Buck-a-puck" and col
lege tug-of-war-competitions 
that will happen at the games.

Rob Martellacci, York’s Ath
letic Events Officer, is the person 
who helped spearhead the cam
paign.

ing chair Men's athletic coordi
nator and Yeoman volleyball 
coach Wally Dyba is there, as is 
his counterpart for Women’s 
athletics, Mary Lyons. Vickie Cro- 
ley, Sports information officer. 
Yeomen football coach Tom 
Arnott and Yeomen hockey coach 
Graham Wise round out the ros
ter. Steve Dranitsaris is the 
department’s executive officer 

Together, this "marketing 
committee was the organ that put 
Rob's ideas into action.” Mike 
Dinning explained The Chal
lenge Cup “is a well conceived 
idea to upgrade the image of 
athletics at York University," he 
added

"The colleges (including Glen- 
don) have been very supportive, 
and hopefully if the students 
come out and see the games they 
will want to return to others." said 
Dinning.

Complementing the Marriott 
Cup Spirit Challenge is the more 
extensive "See Red" campaign 
Again, a Martellacci idea made 
possible through the collective 
muscle of the marketing commit
tee, the "See Red" slogan is sim
ple and catchy It both sums up 

student partici- 
pation (red is 
York's teams' 
colour) and the 
pursuit of York's

__ varsity teams for
The see Red” campaign glory 
and the accompanying 

Spirit Challenge are
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College Grand Prize Package
• Marriott Cup Spirit Challenge Trophy
• College Party for 100 people courtesy of Marriott
• Sharp Laptop Computer courtesy of Micro York
• Luxury Coach Bus "excursion" courtesy of PMCL
• Mystery trip giveaway courtesy of Butterfield 

and Robinson.
Bonus Prizes
• $2,000 in Cash
• 10 VIP tickets to Vanier Cup football '90
• 10 VIP tickets to the CIAU hockey Nationals' final
• Spirit Challenge ticket giveaways

f \\
! 5

1

"We certainly 
want to promote 
student spirit 
and enhance the/ quality of stu
dent life in the 
York

y" . /-•••• Z" z
SEE RED AN1) WIN!

/ Z Z'- Z' Z Z' z ..z , ./ The "See Red" 
campaign will 
make extensive 
use of several 
thousand free 
tickets d i s - 
tributed to all the 
colleges. "The 
fjrst game's on 
us" goes the slo- 
g a n , and it 
includes a 
holder with a 

ticket inside for a York home 
game.

“Through the Spirit Challenge 
we will reinforce the "See Red" 
campaign," Martellacci said.

The Marriott Cup Spirit Chal
lenge provides a focal point for 
the "See Red” campaign and pro
vides the continuity and consis
tency needed from a marketing 
standpoint.

Martellacci points out that the 
"See Red" campaign and the 
accompanying Spirit Challenge 
are promotions on a scale that 
has rarely been equaled in Can
ada. For the “See Red" slogan he 
enlisted the help of Scott Thorn- 
ley, the creator of the Hamilton 
Tiger Cats "Feed the Cats" pub
licity programme

Perhaps the most telling aspect 
of both the “See Red" and the 
Marriott Cup Spirit Challenge is 
that they are needed at all For a 
varsity sports programme that 
has chalked up the victories that 
it has. York student athletes 
notoriously anonymous. Hope
fully this promotion will help fill 
the stands and give York's varsity 
athletes the recognition they 
deserve.

c o m -
munity," Martel
lacci said, ex
plaining the promotions on a scale
Marriott Cup 
Spirit Challenge.

The Marriott Cup Spirit Challenge Contest Rules:
I To enter and be eligible to win, the contestant must be a full-time York University 

student with a valid York University student card and College affiliation and not an 
employee of the Department of Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics.

2. Just Snn Red and Win! Upon admission to each of the ten Marriott Cup Spirit 
Challenge promotional events (excluding the Red and Blue Bowl), students 
complete an official contest entry form and deposit it in the Spirit CHALLENGE drum.

3. From the entries completed at each Spirit Challenge event, contestants will be chosen 
randomly to participate in various contests to win cash and prizes.

4. To participate, contestants must present their student identification card upon admission 
to the Spirit Challenge promotional events.

3.Colleges will be awarded one point for every student present at each selected game. Tile- 
College with the largest number of students in attendance will receive bonus points. 
Additional points will be awarded to the Colleges whose student(s) participate in the 
SPIRIT Challenge promotional events.

6. At the completion of the Marriott Cup Spirit Challenge contest schedule, the College 
accumulating the greatest number of points will be declared the Marriott Cup Spirit 
CHALLENGE winner and receive the Marriott Clip trophy, along with a selection of prizes.

7. Grand prizes to the winning College will include, a party for 100 students from Marriott 
valued at $2,500, a Sharp laptop computer valued at $2,000 courtesy of Micro York, 
mystery trip giveaway courtesy of Butterfield tk Robinson Travel, and a luxury bus 
excursion courtesy of PMCL valued at $ 1,000.

8. Drawings for the grand prizes will be held at the.York versus Queen's basketball 
doubleheader on Sunday February 10, 1991.

9. Bonus prizes at selected events include over $2,000 in cash, Spirit Challenge ticket 
giveaways worth $1,000, 10 VIP tickets to the Vanier Cup football Championship game 
valued at $ 100, and 10 VIP tickets to the CIAU Nationals' hotkey Championship game- 
valued at $ 100.

10.Selected entrants must first correctly answer a time-limited skill testing question and sign 
a standard release form confirming compliance with contest rules and the acceptance of 
prizes as awarded.

that has rarely been 
equaled in Canada"Through the 

Spirit Challenge 
we believe that 
we are providing 
students with1 
the opportunity 
to participate in events that are fun 
and most importantly non
alcoholic."

This last point is important. In 
accordance with this philosophy, 
Molsons Breweries was this year 
dropped as a sponsor for York- 
related athletic events.

must

Martellacci was clearly enthu
siastic about the Challenge as he 
outlined how this groundbreak
ing promotions programme fin
ally took flight. "Based on a study 
that we introduced last March to 
determine the awareness level of 
sports at York, it was decided that 
we needed a season-long promo
tional campaign,” he explained

This campaign, which would 
later become the Spirit Chal
lenge, evolved through an infor
mal group known as the market
ing committee. Gonearethedays 
when Martellacci singlehandedly 
(well, with the help of York’s 
mascot Yeoy), tried to spread the 
message of York sports through
out the campus.

This marketing committee is 
made up of many of the top 
names in York Varsity Sports. 
Mike Dinning, Director of Athlet
ics and Recreation, is the market-

Marriott Cup Spirit Challenge Schedule: 1990-91 
Sat. Sept. 15 
Thurs. Oct. 4 
Sat. Oct. 13 
Sat. Oct. 27 
Thurs. Nov. 15 
Tues. Nov. 27 
Tues. Jan. 15 
Fri. Feb. 1 
Fri. Feb. 8 
Sat. Feb. 9

Promotional Events 
Tug of War
College Banner Contest 
Tug of War 
Tug of War 
Dash for Cash 
Serve to Score 
Dash for Cash 
Buck a Puck 
Serve to Score 
Buck a Puck 
Sen/e to Score 
Challenge Finale

Yeomen Football vs Windsor 
Yeomen Football vs Toronto 
Yeomen Football vs Laurier 
Yeomen Football vs Western 
Yeomen Hockey vs Toronto 
York Volleyball vs Toronto 
York Basketball vs Toronto 
Yeomen Hockey vs UQTR 
York Volleyball vs Ottawa, Queen s 
Yeomen Hockey vs Queen’s 
York Volleyball vs Carleton, RMC 
York Basketball vs Queen's

%

are

Sun. Feb. 10
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HELP WANTED

Tin Community Allocution lor the Oluhlod (C.A.H.O.) is
urgently seeking volunteers tor its day-time programme 
starting in September Volunteers are required to help the 
disabled during their therapeutic horseback riding ses
sions Located in the G Ross Lord Park (Dufferm and 
Finch) For more information call 667-8600

WANT A JOB IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD? Why not start 
today? Sell advertising space lor a new environmental 
magazine No experience necessary; we will teach you all 
you need to know Commission only Please call 736- 
0657 for more information.

EARN $8 PER HOURI Part-time person wanted lor evening 
and Saturday hours Join theexcilement of an aggressive 
furniture chain (Office) Call 667-1150 or apply in person 
at 4900 Dufferin Street Ask for Tom or Stu

c lassified and
ommunity Events

Excalibur offers ONE free 25 word ad per 800K AN0 B,KE salei current psychology textbooks
r miscellaneous used books and baked goods will be on sale 

at the B S B room 291 on Tues Sept 18, 9am - 5pm 
Proceeds go to the P G.S.A fund

THE STUDENT PEER SUPPORT CENTRE needs volunteers 
for peer counselling for 1990-91 It you are interested 
please call Lee at 736-5494 or 488-8393

10% DISCOUNT Mon-Fri* 
Double Your Discount Wednesday

'food only with student ID 

?Que Rasa? Have you checked our

week to York clubs and organizations wish
ing to advertise events or meetings. ALL 
OTHER AOS cost $10.00 for every 25 
words and must be prepaid.

REPROMED LTD. is seeking healthy males including minor 
ity ethnic groups to participate in an ongoing study on 
evaluation of facters influencing sperm cyropreservation 

SEEKING RIDERS TO SHARE gas costs — Richmond Hill to and therapeutic donor insemination — those interested 
York daily — Call Tam at 737-9284 please call 537-6895ANNOUNCEMENTS

$10/year Send cheques to Recover Enterprises. 114 882-4634 or Cindy 449-0202
Dollery CrL, North York, Ont , M2R 3P1 or call (416)
736-0657

FOR RENT Margaritaville CantinaDUFFERIN AND STEELES, one and two bedroom basement
CLOTHES CALL. Affordable fashion. Cotton skirls, fops. STi STcoS. S^Æf^

blazers, sweats, etc For appointment (416) eveninq
491-8700 ________________________________________ • FREE WINGS 99<t DRAFT

WED. 8-11 PM
• All You Can Eat NACHO BUFFET

MON - SAT 3-10 PM
• Thursday Nite TALL BOYS

for $3.00
• GIANT T.V. Screen featuring 

Sporting Events & Music Videos
“MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL”

CONDO FOR RENT 3 Bedroom. 2 bathroom, 455 Sentinel 
Road Call 6387820

MAKE 

YOU R
FOR SALE

SUPERLEARNINEI TRIPLE LEARNING SPEED through 
music' Empower memory, potentials Stressless' FREE 
-hook excerpt, personal transformation tape catalog — 
Superlearning Music (slressbuster); Superleaming Video, 
accelerated vocabulary, math, languages, guided imag
ery. subliminals; public speaking; stress management 
breakthroughs, teaching materials Superlearning. 4373 
Steeles Ave W , 4410-E, Downsview, Ont. M3N 1V7 

CAR FOR SALE11984 Olds Omega Air conditioning, power 
steering, power brakes, low miles, AM/FM radio 
cassette Clean Best offer 491-8700résumé

poster
newsletter

newspaper
pamphlet

programme

SERVICES

RESUMES professionally written and typeset Good pri
ces Chuck 665-3480

FREE SPELLING HELP . QUICK SERVICE > LOW RATES
Make the grade with letter quality word processed pap
ers! Call 359-1931 today!

WORD PROCESSING — Quick, efficient High quality 
results, reasonable rates Essays, manuscripts, propos
als, any document to be re-edited WordPerfect 5 1 
LaserJet IIP printer Call 669-4740 anytime

CHI CHI’S CANTINA
WHERE EVERYTHING HAPPENS!

Si Senores & Senoritas See You There!

1881 STEELES AVE W. 
(at Dufferin) 665-6530

LOOK
GREAT ROYALTY WAVES
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excalibur typesetting 
111 central square
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y c\j VNETWORK MARKETING INC. o
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5f &/GREAT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
WORLD WIDE

v. <6

&/] <z »X \

: <yBuild your financial freedom on full-time or part-time basis. 
Network Marketing from your home.
Be your representative for approx. 500 major corporations, 
worldwide.
Investment at a very minimum.
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Z/ftx ■'For information call

416-230-2999 
or reply to:

wzzTRANS GLOBE MARKETING
#2 Levendale Rd., #16! 
Richmond Hill, Ont.,
L4C 4H2
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^ • I I CHRIS & THE 
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: l mlARE YOU MAKING THE GRADE? LOU CONTEMPLATES

W-BETAImprove your memory, raise your marks, and save your timet!
The following study-saver guides will show you how to maximize school results while 
minimizing your effort;
Memory Master 
Reading Master

c0

V
in steeles ave w If)

vSc \Exam Master 
Report Master

EACH GUIDE IS ONLY $5.95 (+$1.50 shipping and handling). However ran 
all six guides tor iust $18.95 (+$4.50 s&h) and receive a tree academic organizer The 
proven techniques in our study-saver series will help you make the grade. -------
Just circle the guides that you want, fill in the box on the lower right, and send in this 
ad with your cheque or money order payable to:

Time Master 
Note Master

e ,h0 VtkOttawa blvd
ic

i,
/I.2. 0YORK I

.Y

complete copying 
and

printing services 
tel 738*5353 
fax 738*5354

WJrrf 'It illw11

v
!■Name:

Address:
R.A.Z. ENTERPRISES
Educational Research Division 
800 Steeles Ave West 
Unit B-10-135 
Thornhill, Ontario 
L4J 7L2

7 *Lil

Al
VC - ^ I 1

TOM LEAVR s A GOOD IMPRESSION |i

K I

City: «V

W-Postal Code:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Home Phone Number: __________
Please allow 1 to 2 weeks lor delivery.

2700 steeles avenue west, unit 1 

concord. Ontario L4K 3C8
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Fun, food, and freebies. All on IBM®. See how IBM PS/1® and 
PS/2® Solutions work for you. Ask about special “Back to 
School” pricing. Be there!
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